Accessories and Cleaners

Jewelry Polishing Cloth - CA107
Directions: Clean with dark red cloth. Rub surface briskly with dark rouge cloth to remove tarnish. Article being cleaned should be completely dry. If badly soiled, slight moistening of tarnished area will help restore the fine finish. Polish with light cloth to heighten luster.
$5.00

No Tarnish Protector Strip - CA105
Directions: Place jeweler's "no tarnish" protector strip in an enclosed area such as a drawer or jewelry box with items requiring tarnish protection. Place printed side of strip down with blank side exposed to air. Each strip protects one cubic foot of space. Replace strips at least every six months, or more often if exposed to air.
$4.00

Pierced Ear Protectors - CA102
Directions: Take two sleeves and two backs from package and clean with alcohol. Gently slide the protective sleeve all the way onto the earring post. If necessary, trim so clutch will fit on post. Push earring through ear and carefully slide the clutch onto the post.
Contents: 8 sleeves and 4 backs.
$3.50

3 total products.
Artisan Earrings

Yellow Jade Teardrop Earrings - JCL084
Handcrafted Yellow Jade Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 10mm yellow jade teardrop which hangs from a 10mm sterling silver round drop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Orange Carnelian in Organic Silver Frame Earrings - JCL085
Handcrafted Orange Carnelian in Organic Silver Frame Earrings. Created using a 5mm round orange carnelian bead which hangs within a 14mm sterling silver organic frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1/2 inch (14mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Red Coral in Round Silver Frame Earrings - JCL086
Handcrafted Red Coral in Round Silver Frame Earrings. Created using a 5mm round red coral bead which hangs within a 11mm sterling silver round frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (16mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Pink Jade Teardrop Earrings - JCL087
Handcrafted Pink Jade Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 10mm pink teardrop hanging from a sterling silver pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. Pay close attention to the subtle facets on this stone -- very elegant!

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (16mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Purple Amethyst in Silver Marquis Frame Earrings - JCL088
Handcrafted Purple Amethyst in Silver Marquis Frame Earrings. Created using two 4mm round amethyst beads hanging inside a 24mm sterling silver marquis frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1 inch (24mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Blue Agate Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings - JCL089
Handcrafted Blue Agate Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings. Created using a blue agate teardrop bead with a sterling silver cone. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1 1/3 inches (34mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Amazonite Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings - JCL090
Handcrafted Amazonite Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings. Created using an amazonite teardrop bead with a sterling silver cone. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1 1/3 inch (34mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Green Aventurine in Silver Drop Earrings - JCL091
Handcrafted Green Aventurine in Silver Drop Earrings. Created using a 6mm green aventurine round bead hanging inside a curved silver pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1 inch (26mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings - JCL057
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver 18mm cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings - JCL092
Handcrafted Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 11mm smoky quartz teardrop with a sterling silver bead cap.

The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Silver Infinity Earrings - JCL058
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Infinity Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver 22mm infinity charm and a 5mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Infinity Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Sterling silver 22mm infinity charm and a 5mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 28mm (1¼ inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Black Onyx in Long Silver Drop Earrings - JCL093
Handcrafted Black Onyx in Long Silver Drop Earrings. Created using an 8mm black onyx round bead hanging inside a long silver pinch bail.

The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Silver Teardrop with Pearl Earrings - JCL107
Created using a sterling silver teardrop with 5mm pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Byzantine Hoop Earrings - JCL108
Created using a 12mm silver ring which hangs from a silver chainmail design. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Mobius Earrings, Brass, Copper and Silver - JCL109
Created using brass, copper and silver 12mm jump rings. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately ¾ inch (20mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Silver Double Hoop Earrings - JCL110
Created using 2 sterling silver hoops. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1 inch (25mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Brass Double Hoop Earrings - JCL111
Created using 2 brass hoops. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.

The earring measures approximately 1 inch (25mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Hammered Brass Teardrop Earrings - JCL112
Created using a hammered brass teardrop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.

The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Gold Wire-wrapped Pearl Earrings - JCL114
Created using a gold wire-wrapped Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.

The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Silver Wire-wrapped Pearl Earrings - JCL113
Created using a silver wire-wrapped Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.

The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Silver Flower Earrings - JCL115
Created using a sterling silver flower charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (15mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Brass Earrings with Floral Charm - JCL116
Created using a brass link and floral charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.
The earring measures approximately 1 1/4 inch (30mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Silver Spiral Earring - JCL117
Created using a sterling silver oval link and a sterling silver spiral charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
This earring measures approximately ¾ inch (18 mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Shades Of Red Earrings - JCL064
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Red Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of red hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (7/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$20.95
Silver Cubes Earrings - JCL065
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cubes Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using five 3 millimeter silver plate faceted cube beads hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver diamond shape frame. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 26mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95

Sterling Textured Hoop Earrings - JCL067
For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Textured Hoop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 25 millimeter Sterling silver textured hoop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 29mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$21.95

Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings - JCL068
For your sensitive ears ... Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 8 millimeter x 10 millimeter genuine mother of pearl teardrop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 12mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95

Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings - JCL069
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6 millimeter Swarovski® pearl encircled by an 11 millimeter Sterling silver textured ring. The Saturn ring is smooth, with no sharp edges. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 15mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95
Dragonfly And Mother Of Pearl Earrings - JCL070

For your sensitive ears ... Dragonfly And Mother Of Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 11 millimeter Sterling silver dragonfly charm with a 15 millimeter genuine mother of pearl disc. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Pearl And Sterling Silver Dragonfly Earrings - JCL071

For your sensitive ears ... Pearl And Sterling Silver Dragonfly Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using 3 & 4 millimeter Swarovski® pearls with 19mm Sterling silver dragonfly wings. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95

Silver Round Ball Drop Earrings - JCL072

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Round Ball Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using 8 millimeter round Sterling silver ball drops with a tarnish-resistant finish. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire. Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Shades Of Teal Earrings - JCL063

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Teal Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of teal hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95
Light Blue Vintage Glass Earrings - JCL083
Handcrafted Light Blue Vintage Glass Earrings in honor of Stay-At-Home Easter in 2020. This is the giveaway pair for the 15% Off Sale for East 2020 and is available while supplies last. Just use the coupon easter2020 and get 15% off entire orders of $25.00 or more. No exclusions. Expires midnight 4/12/20. THE FIRST 25 ORDERS FOR $25 OR MORE AT REGULAR PRICES GET THE FREE GIVEAWAY EARRINGS SHOWN!

Created by Christie Leighton using an 8mm light blue glass round bead with a silver bead cap. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French ear wire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$0.00

Shades Of Blue Earrings - JCL059
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Blue Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovsk® crystal cube beads in shades of blue hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Shades Of Green Earrings - JCL060
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Green Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovsk® crystal cube beads in shades of green hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Shades Of Purple Earrings - JCL061
For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Purple Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovsk® crystal cube beads in shades of purple hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95
Shades Of Pink Earrings - JCL062

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Pink Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of pink hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to SENSITIVELY YOURS a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at SENSITIVELY YOURS website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

37 total products.
Birthstone Earrings

July Birthstone Drop Earrings - Ruby - JCL101
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

September Birthstone Drop Earrings - Sapphire - JCL103
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

October Birthstone Drop Earrings - Rose - JCL104
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

November Birthstone Drop Earrings - Topaz - JCL105
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95
December Birthstone Drop Earrings - Blue Zircon - JCL106

Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia January Birthstone Earrings - JAZ101G

January Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia February Birthstone Earrings - JAZ102G

February Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
3mm Cubic Zirconia March Birthstone Earrings - JAZ103G
March Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The S sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia April Birthstone Earrings - JAZ104G
April Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The S sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia May Birthstone Earrings - JAZ105G
May Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The S sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia June Birthstone Earrings - JAZ106G

June Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia July Birthstone Earrings - JAZ107G

July Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia August Birthstone Earrings - JAZ108G

August Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia September Birthstone Earrings - JAZ109G

September Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia October Birthstone Earrings - JAZ110G

October Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
3mm Cubic Zirconia November Birthstone Earrings - JAZ111G

November Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia December Birthstone Earrings - JAZ112G

December Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

January Birthstone Drop Earrings - Garnet - JCL095

Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95
February Birthstone Drop Earrings - Amethyst - JCL096
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

March Birthstone Drop Earrings - Aquamarine - JCL097
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

April Birthstone Drop Earrings - Crystal - JCL098
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

May Birthstone Drop Earrings - Emerald - JCL099
Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95
June Birthstone Drop Earrings - Pearl - JCL100

Created using a 6mm round Swarovski crystal bead and a silver bead frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (12mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$10.95

Gold Plated 5MM February Amethyst 4-Prong Stud Earrings - S782STX

For earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones, check out these Studex Gold Plated 5MM February Amethyst Earrings (Sensitive). This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a round, notched post for comfortable wearing all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal prongs and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are colorful and bright, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a snap-on fit so you can wear them anywhere without the risk of them getting lost. Extremely durable and fine to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$11.95

Gold Plated 5MM July Ruby 4-Prong Stud Earrings - S787STX

Searching for earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones? Take a look at these Studex Gold Plated Prong setting with 5MM July Ruby Earring (Sensitive). This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal base and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$11.95

January Birthstone Garnet Earrings - JCL001

Hypoallergenic earrings in January Birthstone Garnet handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski crystal simulated pendant hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic
reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

February Birthstone Amethyst Earrings - JCL002

Hypoallergenic earrings in February Birthstone Amethyst handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

March Birthstone Aquamarine Earrings - JCL003

Hypoallergenic earrings in March Birthstone Aquamarine handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

April Birthstone Crystal Earrings - JCL004

Hypoallergenic earrings in April Birthstone Crystal handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
May Birthstone Emerald Earrings - JCL005
Hypoallergenic earrings in May Birthstone Emerald handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitive Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitive Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

June Birthstone Pearl Earrings - JCL006
Hypoallergenic earrings in June Birthstone Pearl handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 5mm genuine Swarovski® simulated pearl hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The pearl hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitive Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitive Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

July Birthstone Ruby Earrings - JCL007
Hypoallergenic earrings in July Birthstone Ruby handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitive Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitive Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
August Birthstone Peridot Earrings - JCL008
Hypoallergenic earrings in August Birthstone Peridot handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. $9.95

As Always ...
The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

September Birthstone Sapphire Earrings - JCL009
Hypoallergenic earrings in September Birthstone Sapphire handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. All of the parts are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver luster. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color and classy, an excellent choice for any setting. Every set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) also made with surgical stainless steel. The notched post provides a safe click-fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of them falling out. Also, like all our items, they can be easily cleaned with a quick buff of a cloth, if even needed. Highly durable and fine to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. $9.95

October Birthstone Rose Earrings - JCL010
Hypoallergenic earrings in October Birthstone Rose handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® rose crystal dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver shine. The October Birthstone Rose Earrings are vivid, dainty, and classy, great for any purpose or event. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The notched post gives you a secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost. Also, like all our offerings, their shine is restored with a quick buff with a cloth, if needed. Wonderfully durable and fine to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. $9.95
November Birthstone Topaz Earrings - JCL011

Hypoallergenic earrings in November Birthstone Topaz handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulating topaz dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. The parts and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a super silver luster. These birthstone earrings are colorful, lively, and classy, perfect for any setting and any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any venue without the risk of them getting lost. Additionally, like all our styles, they shine with a quick buff of a cloth, if needed. Very durable and safe to wear as well in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

Here’s the best part ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from metals and materials with a long history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the “go-to” solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure, 24k gold, to avoid the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

December Birthstone Blue Zircon Earrings - JCL012

Hypoallergenic earrings in December Birthstone Blue Zircon handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulating blue zircon, dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. All the parts are made from 304 grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver shine. These birthstone earrings are vivid, eye-catching, and full of class, ideal for any setting and any event. Every pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel metal. The notched post provides a secure hold so you can wear them without the risk of getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

Also, keep in mind ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free offering of products are constructed from materials with a history of great success in stopping any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been “the” solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears are also protected through the use of pure, 24k gold, to avoid the reaction brought on by nickel allergy. Devoted to creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we verify and select the styles that are both very attractive and extremely safe. Many customers over the years are from people who were allergic to earrings, but now use our products because they truly work. As proof of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gold Plated 3MM July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings - S407STX

Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 3mm July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the “Fashion” style and is not “for piercing”. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation. The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $10.95
Gold Plated 2MM July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings - S507STX
Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 2mm July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $9.95

Gold Plated 2MM September Sapphire Bezel Stud Earrings - S509STX
Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 2mm September Sapphire Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $9.95

Gold Plated 2MM October Rose Bezel Stud Earrings - S510STX
Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 2mm October Rose Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $9.95

41 total products.
Bridal Earrings

Sterling Silver Triangle with 3 Pearls - JCL076
For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Silver Triangle with 3 Pearls handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver triangle and three 4mm Swarovski hanging pearls. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sterling Silver Triangle with 3 Pearls Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 1 inch (26mm) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Poppy Flower with Pearl Earrings - JCL074
For your sensitive ears ... Poppy Flower with Pearl earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm sterling silver poppy flower connector and a 6mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Poppy Flower with Pearl Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Pounded Silver Teardrop Earrings - JCL075
For your sensitive ears ... Pounded Silver Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 18mm x 13mm hammered silver-filled teardrop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. Silver-filled is a layer of sterling silver bonded to a brass core. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Pounded Silver Teardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95
3mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ154G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Pink Gold Earrings - JAZ154GP

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Pink Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ769G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$13.95

7mm Round Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ802G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Round Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitive Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$13.95

Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings - JCL057

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver 15mm cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ154S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitive Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

Silver Lotus Earrings - JCL046

For your sensitive ears … Silver Lotus Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm sterling silver lotus charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to S sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at S sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Lotus Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver lotus charm and 4mm Sterling silver bead. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 15mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ466S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/16 inch diameter in size.

The S sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ467S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 by 1/8 inches.

The S sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As
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Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ468S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings. Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 inches

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ769S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings. Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and is also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ468S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings. Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

Large Silver Wire Hoop Earrings - JCL077
For your sensitive ears ... Large Silver Wire Hoop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 38mm silver plate wire hoop. The earring hangs from a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Large Silver Wire Hoop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 40mm (1 ½ inches) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Sterling Silver Tree of Life Earrings - JCL079
For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Silver Tree of Life Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 12mm sterling silver tree of life charm. The earring hangs from a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sterling Silver Tree of Life Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 15mm (5/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings - JCL068
For your sensitive ears ... Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 8 millimeter x 10 millimeter genuine mother of pearl teardrop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 12mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
Silver Stamped Teardrop Earrings - JCL080
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Stamped Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 18mm sterling silver teardrop. The earring hangs from a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Stamped Teardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Mother Of Pearl Teardrop Earrings - JCL017
Mother Of Pearl Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best allergy free earrings.

$19.95

Pearl in Long Silver Drop Earrings - JCL037
For your sensitive ears ... Swarovski Pearl in Long Silver Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Swarovski pearl with a sterling silver drop frame on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver luster. The Swarovski pearls are known world wide for their quality and realistic luster. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie thoroughly enjoys bringing to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued by our customers. Every style is thoughtfully crafted to reflect a beauty of design that is also a pleasure to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the same highly valued collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a cut above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

Sensitive Ears Pearl in Long Silver Drop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 8mm Swarovski pearl and a 34mm silver plated long pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 50mm (2 inches) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Pearl Drop Earrings - JCL020
Pearl Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95
4mm Pearl Stud Earrings - JA137

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4mm Pearl Stud Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Simulated 4mm pearl on a finding and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 4mm Pearl Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

4mm = approx 5/32 inch

This is a small pearl stud earring size. Pearl stud earrings are also available in 5 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available pearl stud sizes.

5mm Pearl Stud Earrings JA138

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

23 total products.
**Childrens Earrings**

**Stainless Steel Daisy AB Crystal March Aquamarine Earrings - S6153WSTX**

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling in the light, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy AB Crystal March Aquamarine Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy styles are a big hit with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. The Aurora Borealis crystals sparkle with an iridescent multi-color effect named for the northern lights, and the aquamarine blue center perfectly complements the look. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them without losing them. Beautiful and tough, they are also fine to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction

$15.00 $12.95

**Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB008**

Five matching styles of childrens earrings for sensitive ears put together in one collection for your shopping ease. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring styles in gold, assembled for you in one gift box, perfect for every occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular styles of children's earrings that the kids love to wear.

The parts and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for extra protection. These children's earrings are cute, fun, and full of character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them anywhere without the risk of them falling out.

Like all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops a reaction, we will take the earrings back and refund you your purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$50.75 $45.75

**Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB007**

Excellent choices! Five matching styles of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one spot for your shopping pleasure. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring styles in gold, brought together for you in one gift box, ideal for any occasion. Each of the styles were picked from our most popular designs of children's earrings that the kids love to receive for birthdays, celebrations, or just because you love them.

Parents and grandparents alike appreciate the simplicity of the gift box method. It saves time over selecting them individually and automatically gives them a combination of carefully chosen themes. Getting this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of different earrings – a different one for each day!

The shape and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for full protection. These children's earrings are cute and fun. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The notched post provides a safe fit so they can wear them anywhere and any place without the risk of them falling out.

Like all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops irritation, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$60.75 $47.75
Gift Box of 5 Children’s Silver Earrings - GB006

Check this out! Five matching designs of children’s earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping efficiency. Cut down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most loved children’s earring designs in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of children’s earring designs that parents and grandparents have purchased the most.

Parents and grandparents alike love the ease of the gift box method. It saves effort over picking them individually and inherently gives them a combination of similar designs. Receiving this assortment is like getting a whole week’s worth of earrings – a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These children’s earrings are fun and rich in character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these children’s earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It’s very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$45.75 $40.75

Gift Box of 5 Children’s Silver Earrings - GB005

Wow! Five matching designs of children’s earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping simplicity. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most popular children’s earring styles in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the earrings was chosen from our collection of styles of children’s earrings that the kids love to wear.

Parents and grandparents both love the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them one-by-one and automatically gives them a combo of similar themes. Getting this box of goodies is like getting a whole week’s worth of earrings – a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These children’s earrings are cute and full of character. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these children’s earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It’s very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$42.75 $42.75

Gift Box of 5 Children’s Gold Earrings - GB002

Five coordinated styles of children’s earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced in price down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are five of the most favorite children’s earring styles in gold, all in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular styles of children’s earrings that the kids love to wear.

The parts and post are made from a base of surgical stainless steel and given a thick layer of gold plating for super protection. These children’s earrings are adorable and full of charm. Every pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe fit so they can wear them in any circumstance without the risk of losing them.

As with all of our earrings, each of these kids earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer gets a reaction, we will take the earrings back and send you your purchasing cost. It’s very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can be certain that you can get a refund.

$52.75 $48.75
Gold Dolphin Earrings - JA237

Hypoallergenic Gold Dolphin Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold dolphin and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch)

$10.95

Silver Dolphin Earrings - JA237-S

Surgical Steel Silver Dolphin Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver dolphin and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch)

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gold Scallop Shell Earrings - JA234

Hypoallergenic Gold Scallop Shell Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold scallop shell and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 7mm x 7mm (9/32 inch x 9/32 inch)

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Gold Dove Earrings - JA254

Hypoallergenic Gold Dove Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold Dove stud and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size 8mm x 7mm.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95
Silver Dove Earrings - JA254-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dove Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver Dove stud and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 7mm (5/16 inch wide x 9/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Ice Cream Cone Earrings - JA169
Hypoallergenic Ice Cream Cone Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold ice cream cone and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 5mm x 9mm (13/64 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings - JA169-S
Surgical Steel Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Size: 5mm x 9mm (13/64 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Unicorn Earrings - JA214
Hypoallergenic Unicorn Earrings: hypoallergenic gold earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold unicorn and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 9mm x 9mm (23/64 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
Silver Unicorn Earrings - JA214-S
Surgical Steel Silver Unicorn Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Size: 9mm x 9mm (23/64 inch x 23/64 inch).

Angel Earrings - JA161
Hypoallergenic Angel Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold angel and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.
Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

Gold Bow Earrings - JA187
Hypoallergenic Gold Bow Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.
Gold bow and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.
Size: 9mm x 7mm (23/64 inch x 9/32 inch).
Silver Bow Earrings - JA198
Surgical Steel Silver Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver bow and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 7mm (23/64 inch x 9/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gold Stem Rose Earrings - JA215
Hypoallergenic Gold Stem Rose Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold rose on a stem and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 10mm x 12mm (25/64 inch x 15/32 inch)

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Silver Stem Rose Earrings - JA206
Surgical Steel Silver Stem Rose Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver rose on a stem and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm x 12mm (25/64 inch x 15/32 inch)

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
Gold Carousel Horse Earrings - JA213
Hypoallergenic Gold Carousel Horse Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Carousel horse and post from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 9mm x 10mm (23/64 inch x 25/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Silver Carousel Horse Earrings - JA207
Surgical Steel Silver Carousel Horse Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Carousel horse and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 10mm (23/64 inch x 25/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gold Butterfly Earrings - JA256
Hypoallergenic Gold Butterfly Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold butterfly and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 12mm x 8mm (15/32 inch x 5/16 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95
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Silver Butterfly Earrings - JA191
Surgical Steel Silver Butterfly Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver butterfly and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 12mm x 8mm (15/32 inch x 5/16 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gold Teddy Bear Earrings - JA184
Hypoallergenic Gold Teddy Bear Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold teddy bear and post Finding and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Silver Teddy Bear Earrings - JA208
Surgical Steel Silver Teddy Bear Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver teddy bear and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Open Gold Heart Earrings - JA164
Hypoallergenic Open Gold Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/65 inch wide x 9/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Gold Wide Solid Heart Earrings - JA267**

Hypoallergenic Gold Wide Solid Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold Solid Heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/64 inch x 9/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings - JA196**

Surgical Steel Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver Heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/64 inch x 9/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

**Gold Lined Heart Earrings - JA239**

Hypoallergenic Gold Lined Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

24K Gold heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 10mm wide x 10mm long (25/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
Silver Lined Heart Earrings - JA194
Surgical Steel Silver Lined Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 10mm long (25/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Small Gold Double Heart Earrings - JA219-A
Hypoallergenic Small Gold Double Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Two overlapping gold hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 8mm x 5mm (5/16 inch x 13/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Double Heart Earrings - JA197
Surgical Steel Silver Double Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Two overlapping silver hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 5mm (5/16 inch x 13/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Cross with Crystal Earrings - JA155-A
Hypoallergenic Cross With Crystal Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® crystal set in a gold cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 7mm wide x 10mm long (9/32 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95
works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Small Cyclone Earrings - JA168**

Hypoallergenic Small Cyclone Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold cyclone and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 7mm wide x 10mm long (9/32 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

**String of Stars Earrings - JA159**

Hypoallergenic String of Stars Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Connected gold stars and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 7mm wide x 18mm long (9/32 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Small Knot Earrings - JA167**

Hypoallergenic Small Knot Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold circle of a small rope-like twist and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 9mm in diameter (23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95
Small X Earrings - JA181

Hypoallergenic Small X Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Small gold X and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 8mm wide x 8mm long (5/16 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald Earrings - S2005STX

Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam Earrings - S2007STX

Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Light Siam is similar to Ruby in color but a shade lighter.

$15.00 $12.95
Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz Earrings - S2011STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon Earrings - S2012STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald Earrings - S2005WSTX
Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Light Siam is similar to Ruby in color but a shade lighter.

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dainty, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings are fabulous for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It’s like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
Stainless Steel Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings - S6725WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in Stainless Steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It’s like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Gold Plated Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings - S6725STX

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It’s like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Gold Plated Daisy with Light Rose and Fuchsia Earrings - S6023STX

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Light Rose and Fuchsia Earrings are a favorite among kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, grooved post for safe and secure wear the entire day. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against irritation and then plated in 24k gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are very popular with children. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. Each pair also comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post gives the wearer a secure fit so they can be worn without getting lost. Attractive, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.
Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal September Sapphire Earrings - S6049WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling in the light, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal September Sapphire Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ⅛ inch in diameter.

The daisy styles are a big hit with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. The April crystals shine like tiny diamonds, and the sapphire blue center perfectly compliments the look. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them without losing them. Beautiful and tough, they are also fine to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction

$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Daisy August Peridot May Emerald Earrings - S6085WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy August Peridot May Emerald Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ⅛ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With six crystals in each earring, this design captures the light at every angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Daisy Light Sapphire September Sapphire - S6399WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling and cute, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy Light Sapphire September Sapphire Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each earring has a rounded, grooved post for secure, comfortable wear. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against irritation and polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ⅛ inch in diameter.

The daisy style earrings are a big hit with children. With six crystals in each earring, the style captures the light at every angle. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a safe fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Attractive, yet durable, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95
Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal Earrings - S6004WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With 6 crystals in each earring, this style captures the light at every angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings. $15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Daisy with April Crystal and October Rose - S6410STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy April Crystal Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With 6 crystals in each earring, this style captures the light at every angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The notched post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings. $15.00 $12.95

54 total products.
Cubic Zirconia Earrings

4mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ120G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The SENSITIVELY YOURS allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

5mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ121S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The SENSITIVELY YOURS allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

5mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ121G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$12.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ154G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Pink Gold Earrings - JAZ154GP

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Pink Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
6x8mm Square Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ769G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x8mm Square Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

$13.95

7mm Round Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ802G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Round Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

$13.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ154S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ466S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/16 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ467S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 by 1/8 inches.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ468S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 3/8 inches

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ769S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$12.95

4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ768S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, Cubic Zirconia studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
3mm Cubic Zirconia January Birthstone Earrings - JAZ101G

January Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia February Birthstone Earrings - JAZ102G

February Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia March Birthstone Earrings - JAZ103G

March Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia April Birthstone Earrings - JAZ104G

April Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia May Birthstone Earrings - JAZ105G

May Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia June Birthstone Earrings - JAZ106G

June Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia July Birthstone Earrings - JAZ107G

July Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia August Birthstone Earrings - JAZ108G

August Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.
3mm Cubic Zirconia September Birthstone Earrings - JAZ109G
September Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears. Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia October Birthstone Earrings - JAZ110G
October Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears. Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia November Birthstone Earrings - JAZ111G
November Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears. Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia December Birthstone Earrings - JAZ112G

December Birthstone Earrings for sensitive ears: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch (3mm) diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

25 total products.
Drops and French Wires

**Gold Violet Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-C**

Hypoallergenic Gold Violet Crystal Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® violet (purple) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in silver:

**Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173-S**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

**Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-S**

Surgical Steel Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® violet (purple) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

**Gold Violet Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173-C**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95
Gold Rose Crystal Heart Earrings - JA175-C

Hypoallergenic Gold Rose Crystal Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earring. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® pale rose (pink) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in silver:

Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings – JA175-S

Surgical Steel Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earring. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® pale rose (pink) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Gold Rose Crystal Heart Earrings – JA175-C

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings - JA175-S

Surgical Steel Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earring. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® pale rose (pink) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Gold Rose Crystal Heart Earrings – JA175-C

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold Ball Post - JA285

Hypoallergenic Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold Ball Post: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold star flower dangle and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 13mm wide x 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/65 inch long).

Also available in silver, or on french wire:
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold French Hook JA284

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold French Hook - JA284

Hypoallergenic Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold French Hook: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold star flower on French wire made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 13mm wide by 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).

Also available in silver, or on ball post:

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold Ball Post JA285

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post - JA285-A

Surgical Steel Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver star flower dangle and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 13mm wide x 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on french wire:

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold Ball Post JA285

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A

Available as stud earrings:

Silver Star Flower Stud-Earrings JA284-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook - JA284-A**

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver star flower on French wire made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 13mm wide by 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on ball post:

- **Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold French Hook JA284**
- **Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A**

Available as stud earrings:

- **Silver Star Flower Stud-Earrings JA284-A**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Gold Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173**

Hypoallergenic Gold Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® aqua (blue) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in silver:

- **Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173-B**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-B
Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® aqua (blue) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Gold Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Clear Crystal Heart Earrings - JA174

Hypoallergenic Clear Crystal Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® clear heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in silver:

Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings – JA174-B

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings - JA174-B

Surgical Steel Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® clear heart crystal on silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Also available in gold:

Clear Crystal Heart Earrings – JA174

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings - JA280-A

Hypoallergenic Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® frosted heart crystal with an embedded clear crystal dot on a French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in silver:

Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings – JA280-B

Surgical Steel Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® crystal frosted heart on a silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings – JA280-A

Surgical Steel Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® crystal frosted heart on a silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings - JA156-B
Surgical Steel Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings: Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® clear crystal cross with etched edges on silver french hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 10mm wide by 25mm long (25/64 inch wide x 1 inch long).

Also available in gold:
Crystal Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-A
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Crystal Cross French Hook Earrings - JA156-A
Hypoallergenic Crystal Cross French Hook Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® clear crystal cross with etched edges on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 10mm wide by 25mm long (25/64 inch wide x 1 inch long).

Also available in silver:
Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings JA156-B
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

Gold Hook Earrings with Pearl - JA143
Hypoallergenic Gold Hook Earrings with Pearl: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. 8mm simulated pearl on hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The hook itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Hook size: 23mm long x 13mm diameter (29/32 inch long x 33/64 inch diameter).

8mm pearl = approx 5/16 inch.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

**$10.95**

**Dangling Open Gold Heart Earrings - JA164-A**

Hypoallergenic Dangling Open Gold Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold heart dangle and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 10mm wide x 15mm long (25/64 inch wide x 19/32 inch long).

Also available in studs:

**Open Gold Heart Earrings JA164**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

**$10.95**

18 total products.
Earring Parts and Backs

**Clear Plastic Earring Back Stoppers for Hypoallergenic Earrings JBacks-Stopper-5pk**
Clear Plastic Earring Back Stoppers for Hypoallergenic Earrings
Size: 3mm x 3mm (1/8 inch x 1/8 inch).
$3.95

**Small Silver Earring Backs - JBacks-SmSilv-5pk**
Size: 6mm x 4mm oval (15/64 inch x 5/32 inch).
Sold in a pack of 5 pairs.
$3.95

**Small Gold Earring Backs - JBacks-SmGold-5pk**
Size: 6mm x 4mm oval (15/64 inch x 5/32 inch).
Sold in a pack of 5 pairs.
$3.95

**Large Gold Earring Backs - JBacks-LgGold-5pk**
Size: 6mm in diameter (15/64 inch).
Sold in a pack of 5 pairs.
$3.95
Gold Ball Post - J465
Size: 4mm wide x 8mm long (5/32 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).
Sold in pairs. Additionally, these items are sold as parts, and therefore do not include backs. If you need backs, please purchase them separately on our site in our Earring Parts and Backs category.
$3.95

Silver French Hook - J564s
Size: 16mm long x 15mm wide when viewed from the side (5/8 inch x 19/32 inch). These are silver in color and made from highly polished Surgical Stainless Steel.
$3.95

Gold French Hook - J564
Size: 16mm long x 15mm wide when viewed from the side (5/8 inch x 19/32 inch).
$3.95

7 total products.
Earrings by Christie Leighton

Yellow Jade Teardrop Earrings - JCL084
Handcrafted Yellow Jade Teardrop Earrings. Created using a 10mm yellow jade teardrop which hangs from a 10mm sterling silver round drop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Orange Carnelian in Organic Silver Frame Earrings - JCL085
Handcrafted Orange Carnelian in Organic Silver Frame Earrings. Created using a 5mm round orange carnelian bead which hangs within a 14mm sterling silver organic frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1/2 inch (14mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Sterling Silver Triangle with 3 Pearls - JCL076
For your sensitive ears … Sterling Silver Triangle with 3 Pearls handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver triangle and three 4mm Swarovski hanging pearls. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sterling Silver Triangle with 3 Pearls Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 1 inch (26mm) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Red Coral in Round Silver Frame Earrings - JCL086
Handcrafted Red Coral in Round Silver Frame Earrings. Created using a 5mm round red coral bead which hangs within a 11mm sterling silver round frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (16mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Poppy Flower with Pearl Earrings - JCL074
For your sensitive ears ... Poppy Flower with Pearl earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm sterling silver poppy flower connector and a 6mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Poppy Flower with Pearl Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Pink Jade Teardrop Earrings - JCL087
Handcrafted Pink Jade Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 10mm pink teardrop hanging from a sterling silver pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. Pay close attention to the subtle facets on this stone -- very elegant!

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (16mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Pounded Silver Teardrop Earrings - JCL075
For your sensitive ears ... Pounded Silver Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 18mm x 13mm hammered silver-filled teardrop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. Silver-filled is a layer of sterling silver bonded to a brass core. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Pounded Silver Teardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Purple Amethyst in Silver Marquis Frame Earrings - JCL088
Handcrafted Purple Amethyst in Silver Marquis Frame Earrings. Created using two 4mm round amethyst beads hanging inside a 24mm sterling silver marquis frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 1 inch (24mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Blue Agate Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings - JCL089
Handcrafted Blue Agate Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings. Created using a blue agate teardrop bead with a sterling silver cone. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 1/3 inches (34mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Amazonite Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings - JCL090
Handcrafted Amazonite Teardrop in Silver Cone Earrings. Created using an amazonite teardrop bead with a sterling silver cone. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 1/3 inch (34mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Green Aventurine in Silver Drop Earrings - JCL091
Handcrafted Green Aventurine in Silver Drop Earrings. Created using a 6mm green aventurine round bead hanging inside a curved silver pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (26mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.
$21.95

Silver Stamped Triangle Earrings - JCL045
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Stamped Triangle Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The Sterling silver triangle is stamped with a pinwheel design and three dots. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
Sensitive Ears Silver Stamped Triangle Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 12mm stamped Sterling silver triangle. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 16mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.
$19.95
Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings - JCL057
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver silver 18mm cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Cherry Blossom Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver cherry blossom charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings - JCL092
Handcrafted Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings. Created using an 11mm smoky quartz teardrop with a sterling silver bead cap.

The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitive Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

Smoky Quartz Teardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 11mm Smoky quartz teardrop with a sterling silver bead cap.

$21.95

Silver Lotus Earrings - JCL046
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Lotus Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm sterling silver lotus charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Lotus Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver lotus charm and 4mm Sterling silver bead. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 15mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Silver Peapod Earrings - JCL047
For your sensitive ears ... Silver Peapod Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. A Sterling silver peapod shape cradles three peas of Swarovskï® pearls for a unique, delicate look! The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Peapod Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 16mm Sterling silver peapod with three 3mm Swarovskï® pearls. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95
Mother Of Pearl Peardrop Earrings - JCL048

For your sensitive ears ... Mother Of Pearl Peardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The shimmering Mother of Pearl peardrop (large teardrop) is a classy look sure to be an eye-catcher! The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sensitive Ears Mother Of Pearl Peardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 18mm Mother of Pearl peardrop (large teardrop) bead. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Silver Infinity Earrings - JCL058

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Infinity Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a sterling silver 22mm infinity charm and a 5mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Infinity Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Sterling silver 22mm infinity charm and a 5mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 28mm (1¼ inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

Black Onyx in Long Silver Drop Earrings - JCL093

Handcrafted Black Onyx in Long Silver Drop Earrings. Created using an 8mm black onyx round bead hanging inside a long silver pinch bail.

The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Silver Hammered Teardrop 3 Dot Earrings - JCL049

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Hammered Teardrop 3 Dot Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. A textured three-dot charm hangs in front of a Sterling silver hammered teardrop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sensitive Ears Silver Hammered Teardrop 3 Dot Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 13mm Sterling silver hammered teardrop with a three-dot charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 13mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95
$19.95

Pearl in Large Silver Frame Earrings - JCL050

For your sensitive ears... Pearl in Large Silver Frame Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. A large silver plate frame surrounds an 8mm Swarovski® pearl. A distinctive look! The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Pearl in Large Silver Frame Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 20mm silver plate frame with an 8mm Swarovski® pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 24mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Hematite and Pearl Drop Earrings - JCL051

For your sensitive ears... Hematite and Pearl Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. A 15mm Sterling silver oval hangs above a shining black Hematite circle that surrounds a 3mm Swarovski® pearl. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Hematite and Pearl Drop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver oval, with a Hematite donut surrounding a 3mmSwarovski® pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 24mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Sterling Silver Marquis Earrings - JCL052

For your sensitive ears... Sterling Silver Marquis Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. A 20mm Sterling silver marquis frame hangs above a 6mm Sterling silver bead. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sterling Silver Marquis Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 20mm Sterling silver marquis link, and a 6mm Sterling silver bead. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 28 (1 1/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95
Sterling Teardrop Bead Earrings - JCL053
For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Teardrop Bead Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. A 15mm Sterling silver textured teardrop hangs from a round link. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stops. The stops give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sterling Teardrop Bead Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 15mm Sterling silver marquise link, and a 6mm round link. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 28 (1 1/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Silver Teardrop with Pearl Earrings - JCL107
Created using a sterling silver teardrop with 5mm pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stops. The stops give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Byzantine Hoop Earrings - JCL108
Created using a 12mm silver ring which hangs from a silver chainmail design. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 7/8 inch (22mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stops. The stops give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Mobius Earrings, Brass, Copper and Silver - JCL109
Created using brass, copper and silver 12mm jump rings. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately ¾ inch (20mm) from the top of the earwire.
The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stops. The stops give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
Silver Double Hoop Earrings - JCL110
Created using 2 sterling silver hoops. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (25mm) from the top of the earring. 
The earring itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with 
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of 
them falling out. 
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All 
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. 
$21.95

Brass Double Hoop Earrings - JCL111
Created using 2 brass hoops. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.
The earring measures approximately 1 inch (25mm) from the top of the earring. 
The earring itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with 
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of 
them falling out. 
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All 
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. 
$21.95

Hammered Brass Teardrop Earrings - JCL112
Created using a hammered brass teardrop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.
The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earring. 
The earring itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with 
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of 
them falling out. 
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All 
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. 
$21.95

Gold Wire-wrapped Pearl Earrings - JCL114
Created using a gold wire-wrapped Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold 
plating. 
The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earring. 
The earring itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with 
a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of 
them falling out. 
Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All 
of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. 
$21.95
Silver Wire-wrapped Pearl Earrings - JCL113
Created using a silver wire-wrapped Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.

The earring measures approximately 3/4 inch (18mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Silver Flower Earrings - JCL115
Created using a sterling silver flower charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

The earring measures approximately 5/8 inch (15mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Brass Earrings with Floral Charm - JCL116
Created using a brass link and floral charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire with 24k gold plating.

The earring measures approximately 1 1/4 inch (30mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95

Silver Spiral Earring - JCL117
Created using a sterling silver oval link and a sterling silver spiral charm. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire.

This earring measures approximately ¾ inch (18 mm) from the top of the earwire.

The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$21.95
**Shades Of Red Earrings - JCL064**

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Red Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of red hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$20.95

---

**Large Silver Wire Hoop Earrings - JCL077**

For your sensitive ears ... Large Silver Wire Hoop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 38mm silver plate wire hoop. The earring hangs from a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Large Silver Wire Hoop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 40mm (1 ½ inches) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95

---

**Silver Cubes Earrings - JCL065**

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Cubes Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using five 3 millimeter silver plate faceted cube beads hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver diamond shape frame. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 26mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95

---

**Sterling Silver Tree of Life Earrings - JCL079**

For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Silver Tree of Life Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 12mm sterling silver tree of life charm. The earring hangs from a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sterling Silver Tree of Life Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 15mm (5/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$21.95
Sterling Textured Hoop Earrings - JCL067

For your sensitive ears ... Sterling Textured Hoop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 25 millimeter Sterling silver textured hoop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 29mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings - JCL068

For your sensitive ears ... Mother Of Pearl Small Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 8 millimeter x 10 millimeter genuine mother of pearl teardrop. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 12mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95

Silver Stamped Teardrop Earrings - JCL080

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Stamped Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 18mm sterling silver teardrop. The earring hangs from a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Stamped Teardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The earring measures approximately 18mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings - JCL069

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6 millimeter Swarovski® pearl encircled by an 11 millimeter Sterling silver textured ring. The Saturn ring is smooth, with no sharp edges. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 15mm (1/2 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Silver Saturn And Pearl Earrings - JCL069

$19.95
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Dragonfly And Mother Of Pearl Earrings - JCL070
For your sensitive ears. Dragonfly And Mother Of Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 11 millimeter Sterling silver dragonfly charm with a 15 millimeter genuine mother of pearl disc. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Pearl And Sterling Silver Dragonfly Earrings - JCL071
For your sensitive ears. Pearl And Sterling Silver Dragonfly Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using 3 & 4 millimeter Swarovski® pearls with 19mm Sterling silver dragonfly wings. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95

Silver Round Ball Drop Earrings - JCL072
For your sensitive ears. Silver Round Ball Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using 8 millimeter round Sterling silver ball drops with a tarnish-resistant finish. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 21mm (3/4 inch) from the top of the earwire. Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Shades Of Teal Earrings - JCL063
For your sensitive ears. Shades Of Teal Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of teal hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95
Light Blue Vintage Glass Earrings - JCL083

Handcrafted Light Blue Vintage Glass Earrings in honor of Stay-At-Home Easter in 2020. This is the giveaway pair for the 15% Off Sale for East 2020 and is available while supplies last. Just use the coupon easter2020 and get 15% off entire orders of $25.00 or more. No exclusions. Expires midnight 4/12/20. THE FIRST 25 ORDERS FOR $25 OR MORE AT REGULAR PRICES GET THE FREE GIVEAWAY EARRINGS SHOWN!

Created by Christie Leighton using an 8mm light blue glass round bead with a silver bead cap. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French ear wire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Sensitively Yours brings you a variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of the works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear.

$0.00

Shades Of Blue Earrings - JCL059

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Blue Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of blue hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Shades Of Green Earrings - JCL060

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Green Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of green hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Shades Of Purple Earrings - JCL061

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Purple Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of purple hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95
Shades Of Pink Earrings - JCL062

For your sensitive ears ... Shades Of Pink Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using four 4 millimeter Swarovski® crystal cube beads in shades of pink hanging from a 6 millimeter Sterling silver ring. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. The earring measures approximately 25mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

$21.95

Sterling Silver Teardrop Earrings - JCL030

Allergy Free Sterling Silver Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 24mm sterling silver teardrop frame on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver luster. The sterling silver frame is the perfect shape and size to compliment a wardrobe for a day at work as well as a night out. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of losing them. Like all our styles, they shine up quick with a buff with a cloth, if ever needed. Size: Earrings measure approximately 7/8 inch (24mm) from top of earwire.

Christie takes great pride in bringing to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued by our customers. Each style is carefully created to reflect a simple beauty of design while avoiding being cumbersome to wear. Some of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the same highly prized collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else online, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She prefers elegant designs that are a league above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

$19.95

5mm Pearl Post Earrings - JCL023

5mm Pearl Post Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry.

$9.95

6mm Pearl Post Earrings - JCL024

Hypoallergenic 6mm Pearl Post Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to give you the best allergy free earrings. Created using an 6mm white Swarovski® pearl dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of 304 grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a silver shine. The effect is a gorgeous dangling pearl to compliment your own styles for a day at work as well as as any occasion. Additionally, each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you a secure fit so you can wear them without losing them. If needed, they shine up quick with a buffing cloth, if ever needed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

Christie is always pleased to bring to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that are sought after and highly valued by our customers. Each pattern is carefully created to reflect the beauty of design and easy to wear. The styles Christie offers at the Sensitively Yours website are from her prized collections she sells in local shows in Colorado. The Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site and not found anywhere else online. She prefers elegant designs that are a league above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

$9.95
8mm Pearl Post Earrings - JCL025

Hypoallergenic 8mm Pearl Post Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to give you the best allergy free earrings. Created using an 8mm white Swarovski® pearl dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of 304 grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a silver shine. The effect is a gorgeous dangling pearl to compliment your own styles for a day at work as well as any occasion. Additionally, each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you a secure fit so you can wear them without losing them. If needed, they shine up quick with a buffing cloth, if ever needed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

Christie is always pleased to bring to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that are sought after and highly valued by our customers. Each pattern is carefully created to reflect the beauty of design and easy to wear. The styles Christie offers at the Sensitively Yours website are from her prized collections she sells in local shows in Colorado. The Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site and not found any where else online. She prefers elegant designs that are a league above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

$9.95

Dragonfly Pearl Earrings - JCL016

Dragonfly Pearl Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95

Tree Of Life Earrings - JCL015

Tree Of Life Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best allergy free earrings.

$18.95

Mother Of Pearl Teardrop Earrings - JCL017

Mother Of Pearl Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best allergy free earrings.

$19.95
Framed Pearl Teardrop Earrings - JCL018
Framed Pearl Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best hypoallergenic earrings.
$19.95

Silver Swirl Teardrop Earrings - JCL019
Silver Swirl Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry.
$19.95

Pearl in Long Silver Drop Earrings - JCL037
For your sensitive ears ... Swarovski Pearl in Long Silver Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Swarovski pearl with a sterling silver drop frame on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver luster. The Swarovski pearls are known world wide for their quality and realistic luster. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie thoroughly enjoys bringing to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued by our customers. Every style is thoughtfully crafted to reflect a beauty of design that is also a pleasure to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the same highly valued collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a cut above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

Sensitive Ears Pearl in Long Silver Drop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 8mm Swarovski pearl and a 34mm silver plated long pinch bail. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 50mm (2 inches) from the top of the earwire.
$19.95

Pearl in Silver Round Frame Earrings - JCL038
For your sensitive ears ... Swarovski Pearl in Silver Round Frame Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Swarovski pearl with a sterling silver round frame on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a gleaming silver shine. The Swarovski pearls are known world wide for their quality and realistic luster. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them getting lost.

Christie thoroughly enjoys bringing to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued by our customers. Every design is thoughtfully crafted to reflect a beauty of style that is also a pleasure to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the same highly valued collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a cut above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

Sensitive Ears Pearl in Silver Round Frame Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 12mm Swarovski pearl and an 18mm silver plated round frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 40mm (1 ½ inches) from the top of the earwire.
$19.95
Pearl with Round Curved Disc Earrings - JCL039

For your sensitive ears ... Swarovski Pearl with Round Curved Disc Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a Swarovski pearl with a sterling silver round disc on a French earwire made of surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of 304 grade stainless steel and then polished to a super silver shine. The Swarovski pearls are known worldwide for their quality and realistic luster. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a safe and secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them getting lost.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued by our customers. Each of her hand-crafted works is thoughtfully designed to reflect a style that is gorgeous and also a pleasure to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the same highly prized collections she sells in her local craft shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Sold nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a cut above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

Sensitive Ears Pearl with Round Curved Disc Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 12mm sterling silver round curled disc and a 5mm Swarovski pearl. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 24mm 7/8 inch from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Silver Textured Drop in Infinity Teardrop Earrings - JCL040

For your sensitive ears ... Swarovski Silver Textured Drop in Infinity Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The textured drop is just perfect for catching the light and giving a soft shimmer of beauty. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of 304 grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror silver shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a safe and secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be highly desired by our customers. All of her hand-crafted pieces are thoughtfully designed to reflect a classy style while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the same highly prized collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a cut above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

Sensitive Ears Silver Textured Drop in Infinity Teardrop Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a textured 9mm textured disc which hangs from a 20mm infinity teardrop. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 32mm (1 1/4 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Silver Sun Earrings - JCL041

For your sensitive ears ... Swarovski Silver Sun Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The silver sun pattern is perfect for any season. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of 304 grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror silver shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a safe and secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours a variety of designs that have been highly prized by our customers. All of her hand-crafted pieces are carefully designed to reflect a style with class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the same highly prized collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Sold nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a league above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sensitive Ears Silver Sun Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 12mm sterling silver diamond which is stamped with a sun. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 28mm (1 1/8 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

Mother of Pearl Square with Silver Diamond Frame Earrings - JCL043

For your sensitive ears ... Mother of Pearl Square with Silver Diamond Frame Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The mother of pearl square bead is suspended in a sterling silver diamond frame. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of 304 grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a safe and secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them getting lost.

Christie brings to Sensitive Yours a variety of specialty designs that have been highly valued by our customers. All of her artisan-crafted pieces are designed to display a classy look and charm while also being comfortable to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitive Yours website are from the same collections she sells in her local craft shows around Fort Collins, Colorado. Sold nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates elegant styles that are a league above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.
Sensitive Ears Mother of Pearl Square with Silver Diamond Frame Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using an 8mm mother of pearl square bead which hangs from a 6mm sterling silver diamond frame. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 30mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

**Silver Textured Rectangle Earrings - JCL044**

For your sensitive ears ... Silver Textured Rectangle Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. The rectangle is expertly hammered to give it a rich, textured look that catches the light perfectly. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.

Christie brings to Sensitively Yours a wide variety of handmade artistic designs that have been very much appreciated by our customers. All of her works are designed to display a look of class and charm while also being easy to wear. Most of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the very same collections she markets in her local craft shows in and around Fort Collins, Colorado. Found nowhere else on the Internet, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She creates the most elegant styles that are several notches above most of the hypoallergenic earrings.

Sensitive Ears Silver Textured Rectangle Earrings by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 10mm x 16mm textured sterling silver rectangle. The earring hangs from a surgical steel French earwire. The earring measures approximately 30mm (1 inch) from the top of the earwire.

$19.95

**Pearl Drop Earrings - JCL020**

Pearl Drop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry, made with parts specifically chosen to qualify for the best hypoallergenic earrings.

$19.95

**Pearl Infinity Earrings - JCL021**

Pearl Infinity Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry.

$19.95

**Textured Silver Disc Earrings - JCL022**

Textured Silver Disc Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry.

$19.95
January Birthstone Garnet Earrings - JCL001
Hypoallergenic earrings in January Birthstone Garnet handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

February Birthstone Amethyst Earrings - JCL002
Hypoallergenic earrings in February Birthstone Amethyst handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

March Birthstone Aquamarine Earrings - JCL003
Hypoallergenic earrings in March Birthstone Aquamarine handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
April Birthstone Crystal Earrings - JCL004

Hypoallergenic earrings in April Birthstone Crystal handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ... 

The S sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, S sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction. 

$9.95

May Birthstone Emerald Earrings - JCL005

Hypoallergenic earrings in May Birthstone Emerald handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ... 

The S sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, S sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction. 

$9.95

June Birthstone Pearl Earrings - JCL006

Hypoallergenic earrings in June Birthstone Pearl handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 5mm genuine Swarovski® simulated pearl hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The pearl hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ... 

The S sensitively Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, S sensitively Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction. 

$9.95
July Birthstone Ruby Earrings - JCL007

Hypoallergenic earrings in July Birthstone Ruby handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitive Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitive Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

August Birthstone Peridot Earrings - JCL008

Hypoallergenic earrings in August Birthstone Peridot handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulated peridot hanging from a ball post. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver sheen. These birthstone earrings are delicate, vivid, and gorgeous, wearing well for any purpose or outing. Each pair is accompanied by a set of earring backs (butterfly style) made with the same 304 stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a snap fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of losing them. Additionally, like all our styles, they are easy to clean with a cloth, if needed. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

As Always ...

The Sensitive Yours allergy free products are made from metals with a long history of effectiveness in avoiding any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top solution to address a metal allergy. Sensitive ears are also protected by the use of pure gold plating for our gold styles, to stop the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Targeted on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, Sensitive Yours tests and selects the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Countless customers over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

September Birthstone Sapphire Earrings - JCL009

Hypoallergenic earrings in September Birthstone Sapphire handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. All of the parts are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver luster. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color and classy, an excellent choice for any setting. Every set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) also made with surgical stainless steel. The notched post provides a safe click-fit so you can wear them in any activity without the risk of them falling out. Also, like all our items, they can be easily cleaned with a quick buff of a cloth, if even needed. Highly durable and fine to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

The Sensitive Yours hypoallergenic products are constructed from materials with a history of success in avoiding allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the top choice for many when it comes to metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected by the use of 24k gold, to avoid the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Committed to creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and choose the styles that are both beautiful and safe. Many letters over the years from our customers who were allergic to earrings are now happy they found an answer that works. As devotion of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
October Birthstone Rose Earrings - JCL010

Hypoallergenic earrings in October Birthstone Rose handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® rose crystal dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. The parts and post are made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver shine. The October Birthstone Rose Earrings are vivid, dainty, and classy, great for any purpose or event. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The notched post gives you a secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost. Also, like all our offerings, their shine is restored with a quick buff with a cloth, if needed. Wonderfully durable and fine to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

The Sensitivey Yours "earrings for sensitive ears" products are made from metals and materials with a great history in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been "the" solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of 24k gold, to avoid the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the top choices in hypoallergenic earrings, we verify, evaluate, and choose the styles that are both very beautiful and safe. Countless testimonials over the years from customers who were allergic to earrings now have found an answer that really works. As a statement of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

November Birthstone Topaz Earrings - JCL011

Hypoallergenic earrings in November Birthstone Topaz handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulating topaz dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. The parts and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a super silver luster. These birthstone earrings are colorful, lively, and classy, perfect for any setting and any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any venue without the risk of them getting lost. Additionally, like all our styles, they shine with a quick buff of a cloth, if needed. Very durable and safe to wear as well in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

Here's the best part ...

The Sensitivey Yours allergy free line of products is made from metals and materials with a long history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the "go-to" solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure, 24k gold, to avoid the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

December Birthstone Blue Zircon Earrings - JCL012

Hypoallergenic earrings in December Birthstone Blue Zircon handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 6mm genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal simulating blue zircon, dangling from a post made of high grade surgical stainless steel. All the parts are made from 304 grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a beautiful silver shine. These birthstone earrings are vivid, eye-catching, and full of class, ideal for any setting and any event. Every pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel metal. The notched post provides a secure hold so you can wear them without the risk of getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed. Size: The crystal hangs approximately 1/3 inch (10mm) below the post.

Also, keep in mind ...

The Sensitivey Yours allergy free offering of products are constructed from materials with a history of great success in stopping any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been "the" solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears are also protected through the use of pure, 24k gold, to avoid the reaction brought on by nickel allergy. Devoted to creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we verify and select the styles that are both very attractive and extremely safe. Many customers over the years are from people who were allergic to earrings, but now use our products because they truly work. As proof of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
Earrings by Craig Forbes Designs

Go-Go Earrings - JS139
Earrings measure approximately 2 inches (50 mm) from top of earwire.
$15.95

Hemalyke Cluster Earrings - JS138
Earrings measure approximately 2 3/4 inches (66 mm).
$15.95

Obsidian and Tiger Eye Cluster Earrings - JS137
Earrings measure approximately 2 3/4 inches (66 mm).
$20.95

Sodalite Cluster Earrings - JS136
Earrings measure approximately 2 1/2 inches (64 mm).
$18.95
Sky Blue Cat's Eye Earrings - JS135
Earrings measure approximately 2 1/2 inches (64 mm) from top of earwire.
$17.95

Amethyst Rivoli Earrings - JS133
Earrings measure approximately 1 5/8 inches (40 mm) from top of earwire. Pendant is approximately 5/8 inch (15 mm) wide.
$21.95

Aquamarine Rivoli Earrings - JS132
For your sensitive ears ... Aquamarine Rivoli Earrings handcrafted by Craig Forbes Designs. Features a Swarovski® sparkling Aquamarine blue rivoli nestled inside a wave of creamrose pearls and Swarovski® bicone beads, dangling on a Sterling silver bail, all on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical steel. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and then polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out.
Earrings measure approximately 1 5/8 inches (40 mm) from top of earwire. Pendant is approximately 5/8 inch (15 mm) wide.
The designer, Craig Forbes, has been making his unique creations for many years in Sterling, Colorado. He prefers a bolder look with interesting artifacts and color selections that make his artistry stand out from the rest. Each of the hooks, posts, and wires that touch the piercing are made from hypoallergenic parts to provide you with the best protection possible.
Craig will be introducing new styles with each season and will continue to do so for a long time in the future. Committed to excellence and continually looking for fresh variety, the Craig Forbes Designs line of earrings and other hypoallergenic jewelry will evolve and grow in the coming years. Craig prefers the weaved look and selects more substantial stones for some of his work. However, he also diverges and offers some surprises in his offerings as he explores different ideas and brings them to you through Sensitively Yours.
$21.95

Victorian Blue Earrings - JS131
Earrings measure approximately 1 3/4 inches (45 mm) from top of earwire.
$18.95

8 total products.
Gift Boxes of Earrings

**Gift Box of 5 Classic Silver Earrings - GB009**

Here are five matching designs of silver earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most famous silver earring styles in stainless steel assembled for you in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of classic silver earrings that our customers absolutely love.

Parents and grandparents both like the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them out individually and instantly gives them a selection of carefully chosen patterns. Getting this assortment is like receiving a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These classic earrings are pretty and charming. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a safe and secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$53.75 $48.75

**Gift Box of 5 Children's Silver Earrings - GB010**

Here are five matching designs of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most famous silver earring styles in stainless steel assembled for you in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of classic silver earrings that kids absolutely love.

Parents and grandparents both like the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them out individually and instantly gives them a selection of carefully chosen patterns. Getting this assortment is like receiving a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These classic earrings are pretty and charming. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a safe and secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$46.75 $41.75

**Gift Box of 5 Classic Gold Earrings - GB011**

Here are five matching designs of gold earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most famous gold earring styles assembled for you in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of classic gold earrings that our customers absolutely love.

Parents and grandparents both like the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them out individually and instantly gives them a selection of carefully chosen patterns. Getting this assortment is like receiving a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for extra protection. These classic earrings are pretty and charming. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material and 24K gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe and secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$59.75 $54.75
Gift Box of 5 Classic Gold Earrings - GB012
Here are five matching designs of gold earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most famous gold earring styles assembled for you in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of classic gold earrings that our customers absolutely love.

Parents and grandparents both like the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them out individually and instantly gives them a selection of carefully chosen patterns. Getting this assortment is like receiving a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for extra protection. These classic earrings are pretty and charming. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material and 24K gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe and secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$56.75 $43.75

Gift Box of Star Gazing Earrings - GB013
Here are five matching designs of gold earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 gold earring styles for star-gazers, assembled for you in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of classic gold earrings that our star-gazing customers absolutely love.

Parents and grandparents both like the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them out individually and instantly gives them a selection of carefully chosen patterns. Getting this assortment is like receiving a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for extra protection. These classic earrings are pretty and charming. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material and 24K gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe and secure fit so they can be worn in any circumstance without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$58.75 $53.75

Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB008
Five matching styles of children's earrings for sensitive ears put together in one collection for your shopping ease. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring styles in gold, assembled for you in one gift box, perfect for every occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular styles of children's earrings that the kids love to wear.

The parts and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for extra protection. These children's earrings are cute, fun, and full of character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them anywhere without the risk of them falling out.

Like all of our earrings, each of these children's earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops a reaction, we will take the earrings back and refund you your purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$50.75 $45.75
Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB007

Excellent choices! Five matching styles of children's earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one spot for your shopping pleasure. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring styles in gold, brought together for you in one gift box, ideal for any occasion. Each of the styles was picked from our most popular designs of children's earrings that the kids love to receive for birthdays, celebrations, or just because you love them.

Parents and grandparents alike appreciate the simplicity of the gift box method. It saves time over selecting them individually and automatically gives them a combination of carefully chosen themes. Getting this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of different earrings — a different one for each day!

The shape and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for full protection. These children's earrings are cute and fun. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The notched post provides a safe fit so they can wear them anywhere and any place without the risk of them falling out.

Like all of our earrings, each of these children's earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops irritation, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$52.75 $47.75

Gift Box of 5 Children's Silver Earrings - GB006

Check this out! Five matching designs of children's earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping efficiency. Cut down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring designs in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of children's earrings that parents and grandparents have purchased the most.

Parents and grandparents alike love the ease of the gift box method. It saves effort over picking them individually and inherently gives them a combination of similar designs. Receiving this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of earrings — a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These children's earrings are fun and rich in character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these children's earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$45.75 $40.75

Gift Box of 5 Children's Silver Earrings - GB005

Wow! Five matching designs of children's earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping simplicity. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most popular children's earring styles in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the earrings was chosen from our collection of styles of children's earrings that the kids love to wear.

Parents and grandparents both love the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them one-by-one and automatically gives them a combo of similar themes. Getting this box of goodies is like getting a whole week's worth of earrings — a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These children's earrings are cute and full of character. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these children's earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$42.75 $42.75
Gift Box of 5 Children’s Gold Earrings - GB002

Five coordinated styles of children’s earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced in price down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are five of the most favorite children’s earring styles in gold, all in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular styles of children’s earrings that the kids love to wear.

The parts and post are made from a base of surgical stainless steel and given a thick layer of gold plating for super protection. These children’s earrings are adorable and full of charm. Every pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe fit so they can wear them in any circumstance without the risk of losing them.

As with all of our earrings, each of these kids earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer gets a reaction, we will take the earrings back and send you your purchasing cost. It’s very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can be certain that you can get a refund.

$63.76 $48.75

10 total products.
Gift Cards

New! Now you can send a digital gift card.
$10.00-$100.00

1 total products.
Hoop Earrings

**Hoop Of Hearts Earrings - JA210**

For hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Gold Hoop Of Hearts Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all our styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 4mm wide x 12mm long (5/32 inch wide x 15/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Silver Hoop Of Hearts Earrings - JA210-S**

For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Hoop Of Hearts Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 4mm wide x 12mm long (5/32 inch wide x 15/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

**Gold Thin Baby Hoop Earrings - JA125-A**

For the best earrings for sensitive ears, check out these Gold Thin Baby Hoop Earrings. The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 12mm diameter (15/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Thin Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (13/64 inch x 25/64 inch).

$9.95

For the best earrings for sensitive ears, check out these Gold Wide Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (13/64 inch x 25/64 inch).

$10.95

For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Wide Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (13/64 inch x 25/64 inch).

$9.95

For hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Gold Hammered Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 1mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (3/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).
commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

**Silver Hammered Hoop Earrings - JA253**

For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Hammered Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all our styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 1mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (3/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Gold Star Shape Hoop Earrings - JA286**

For Hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Gold Star Shape Hoop Earrings: Five pointed star outline shape made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are a distinctive star-shaped twist on the classic hoop shape. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all our styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 18mm wide x 19mm height (45/64 inch wide x 3/4 inch height).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Wire Heart Earrings with Pearls - JA145**

Size: 16mm long on side without beads x 18mm long on the side with beads (5/8 inch x 45/64 inch)

Also available with gold beads:

**Wire Heart Earrings with Gold Beads JA145-A**

$9.95

**Wire Heart Earrings with Gold Beads – JA145-A**

Size: 16mm long on side without beads x 18mm long on the side with beads (5/8 inch x 45/64 inch).

Also available with pearl beads:

**Wire Heart Earrings with Pearls JA145**

$9.95
Gold Small Euro Clip Hoop Earrings - JA124-A

For the best earrings for sensitive ears, check out these Gold Small Euro Clip Hoop Earrings: The thin round hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The latched closure provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 15mm in diameter (19/32 inch).

The Sensitive Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gold Euro Clip Large Hoop Earrings - JA124-B

Size: 26mm in diameter (approx 1 inch).

$10.95

Closed Lined J Earrings - JA134-A

For Hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Closed Lined J Earrings: Large double loop of gold in a tear drop shape and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. The simple loop design is subtle and classy, perfect for any outfit. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 12mm wide x 20mm long (15/32 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

The Sensitive Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Hoop Spring Catch 1 Inch Earrings - JA291SC

A high-luster surgical stainless steel hoop with a special spring catch built in. These 1 inch diameter hoops are a silver complement to your look. The spring catch is a favorite for wears who prefer a catch that gives way when it gets caught on long hair or clothing. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

$10.95
Large Gold Hoop with Post 1-3/4 Inch Earrings - JA290G
Gold 1 3/4 inch hoops! Big and beautiful! This style features a post and clutch for securing. Each is made from a base of surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of 24k gold. Polished to a gorgeous luster, they are the perfect choice for those who love the larger hoops for their earring perfection.

$11.95

Large Stainless Steel Hoop with Post 1-3/4 Inch Earrings - JA290S
Stainless Steel 1 3/4 inch hoops! Big and beautiful! This style features a post and clutch for securing. Each is made from a base of surgical stainless steel and then polished to a gorgeous luster. They are the perfect choice for those who love the larger hoops for their earring perfection.

$10.95
Overstock Hypoallergenic Earrings

Silver Open Baby Hoop Earrings - JA193
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Open Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Gold Lined Hoop Earrings - JA183
For hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Gold Lined Hoop Earrings: Lined hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Size: 9mm wide x 14mm diameter (23/64 inch wide x 35/64 inch diameter).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95 $5.50

Silver Lined Hoop Earrings - JA246
For Surgical Steel earrings, check out these Silver Lined Hoop Earrings: Lined hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 9mm wide x 14mm diameter (23/64 inch wide x 35/64 inch diameter).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95
Gold Scroll J Hoop Earrings - JA135

For hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Gold Scroll J Hoop Earrings: Gold hoop with delicately textured edges and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earing backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 17mm long (13/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95 $4.95

Silver Scroll J Hoop Earrings - JA250

For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Scroll J Hoop Earrings: Silver hoop with delicately textured edges and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earing backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 17mm long (13/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$6.95 $4.50

Gold Straight Lined Hoop Earrings - JA265

For hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Gold Straight Lined Hoop Earrings: Small straight-lined hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earing backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm wide x 11mm diameter (15/64 inch wide x 7/16 inch diameter).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$40.95 $35.50

Medium Gold Hoop Earrings - JA136-A

For hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Medium Gold Hoop Earrings: Gold hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are a classic hoop design, perfect for any outfit. Each pair comes with a matching set of earing backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm x 20mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch x 25/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials...
Large Gold Hoop Earrings - JA222

For Hypoallergenic earrings, check out these Large Gold Hoop Earrings: Gold hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. These earrings are a classic hoop design, perfect for any outfit. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm x 25mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch x 63/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Large Silver Hoop Earrings - JA222-A

For Surgical Steel earrings, check out these Large Silver Hoop Earrings: Silver hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are a classic hoop design, perfect for any outfit. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm x 25mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch x 63/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Small Enhancer Hoop with Pearl Earrings - JA142

For the best earrings for sensitive ears, check out these Small Enhancer Hoop with Pearl Earrings: The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. 4mm (5/32 inch) ball threaded on a round gold hoop with a 3mm gold ball on the end. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 15mm in diameter (19/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95
Large Enhancer Hoop with Pearl Earrings - JA153

For the best earrings for sensitive ears, check out these Large Enhancer Hoop with Pearl Earrings: The hoop and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. 4mm (5/32 inch) ball threaded on a round gold hoop with a 3mm gold ball on the end. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 24mm in diameter (15/16 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of pure gold, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95 $5.50

Gold Ballet Slippers Earrings - JA212

Hypoallergenic Gold Ballet Slippers Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold ballet slippers and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold.

Size: 8mm x 13mm (5/16 inch x 33/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95 $5.50

Gold Star Hoop Earrings - JA131

Size: 5mm wide x 19mm long (13/64 inch wide x 3/4 inch long).

$7.95 $2.95

Large Click Hoop Earrings - JA136

Size: 6mm wide x 18mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch wide x 45/64 inch hoop diameter).

$7.95 $2.95
White Square Earrings - JA225
Size: 20mm square (25/32 inch square).
$7.95 $2.95

Gold Free Form Earrings - JA186
Size: 16mm wide x 18mm long (5/8 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).
$7.95 $2.95

Large X Earrings - JA181-A
Size: 15mm wide x 21mm long (1 9/32 inch wide x 53/64 inch long).
$7.95 $2.95

White Doorknocker Earrings - JA189
Size: 16mm wide x 20mm long (5/8 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
$7.95 $2.95

Gold Filigree Heart Earrings - JA162
Size: 14mm wide x 12mm long (35/64 inch wide x 15/32 inch long).
$6.95 $2.95
Gold Filigree Teardrop Earrings - JA223
Size: 8mm wide x 12mm long (5/16 inch wide x 15/32 inch long).
$6.95 $2.95

Gold Heart with Bow Earrings - JA163
Hypoallergenic Gold Heart with Bow Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold heart, bow, and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 11mm wide x 13mm long (7/16 inch wide x 33/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.

Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Gold Cross French Hook Earrings - JA156
Gold Cross French Hook Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold cross on a French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

Also available in silver, or on ball post:
Silver Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-C
Gold Cross with Ball Post Earrings JA160

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe.

Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95 $5.50
Silver Cross French Hook Earrings - JA156-C

Surgical Steel Silver Cross French Hook Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver cross on a French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on ball post:

Gold Cross French Hook Earrings JA156

Dangling Silver Cross Earrings JA283

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

Gold Cross with Ball Post Earrings - JA160

Hypoallergenic Gold Cross with Ball Post Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold dangling cross and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 18mm long (15/64 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).

Also available in silver, or on french hook:

Dangling Silver Cross Earrings JA283

Gold Cross French Hook Earrings JA156

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
Dangling Silver Cross Earrings - JA283

Surgical Steel Dangling Silver Cross Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver dangling cross and ball post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 18mm long (15/64 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on french hook:

Gold Cross with Ball Post Earrings JA160

Silver Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-C

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Pearl Teardrop Dangle Earrings - JA150

Hypoallergenic Pearl Teardrop Dangle Earrings: Hypoallergenic earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel electroplated with pure 24K gold and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

An 8mm wide simulated pear-shaped pearl in a lacy gold setting made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Dimensions: 8mm (5/16 inch) by 13mm (33/64 inch).

Total length with hook 28mm (1 7/64 inches).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95 $5.50

Gold Thumbnail Hoop Earrings - JA224

Hoop Size: 7mm x 23mm (9/32 inch x 29/32 inch).

Also available in silver:

Silver Thumbnail Hoop Earrings JA249

$6.95 $4.95
Silver Buckle Hoop Earrings - JA252
Size: 2mm wide at the hoop, 5mm wide at the buckle and 15mm long (5/64 inch x 13/64 inch x 19/32 inch).
Also available in gold:
Gold Buckle Hoop Earrings JA127

Gold Buckle Hoop Earrings - JA127
Size: 2mm wide at the hoop, 5mm wide at the buckle and 15mm long (5/64 inch x 13/64 inch x 19/32 inch).
Also available in silver:
Silver Buckle Hoop Earrings JA252

Silver Shrimp Hoop Earrings - JA247
Size: 10mm wide x 17mm long (25/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).
Also available in gold:
Shrimp Hoop with Post Earrings JA132

Shrimp Hoop with Post Earrings - JA132
Size: 10mm wide x 17mm long (25/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).
Also available in silver:
Silver Shrimp Hoop Earrings JA247

Baby Scroll Lined Hoop Earrings - JA226-A
Size: 7mm wide x 14mm long (9/32 inch wide x 35/64 inch long).

$7.95 $4.95

$6.95 $3.95

$7.95 $3.95

$6.95 $3.95

$7.95 $4.95
Silver Thumbnail Hoop Earrings - JA249
Hoop Size: 7mm x 23mm (9/32 inch x 29/32 inch).
Also available in gold:
Gold Thumbnail Hoop Earrings JA224
$7.95 $4.95

Gold Lined J Hoop Earrings - JA130
Size: 5mm wide x 16mm long (13/64 inch wide x 5/8 inch long).
$7.95 $5.95

Silver Fan Earrings - JA201
Size: 12mm wide x 8mm long (15/32 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).
$6.95 $3.95

Silver Heart with Bow Earrings - JA199
Surgical Steel Silver Heart with Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver bow, heart, and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 11mm wide x 13mm long (7/16 inch wide x 33/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95 $4.50
Triple Heart Earrings - JA180
Hypoallergenic Triple Heart Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Stack of three gold hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 5mm wide x 8mm long (13/64 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Small Gold Cross Earrings - JA155
Hypoallergenic Small Gold Cross Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 7mm wide x 8mm long (9/32 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$6.95 $4.50

Long Small Gold Cross Earrings - JA155-B
Hypoallergenic Long Gold Cross Earrings: hypoallergenic earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of hypoallergenic earrings are made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$6.95 $4.95

Pearl Heart Earrings - JA149
Earrings for sensitive ears in Pearl Heart Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Simulated heart shaped pearl on a gold base with a scalloped edge mounted on a post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The Pearl Heart Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

Size: 10mm x 10mm (25/64 inch x 25/64 inch)

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been...
protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95 $5.95

**Silver Cross Earrings - JA200**

Surgical Steel Silver Cross Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95 $4.50

**Gold Love Knot Earrings - JA218**

Earrings for sensitive ears in Gold Love Knot Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold knot and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The Gold Love Knot Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

Size: 15mm wide x 15mm long (19/32 inch wide x 19/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$6.95 $3.95

**Small Wreath Earrings - JA217**

Size: 9mm in diameter (23/64 inch).
Wedding Band Hoop Earrings - JA129
This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

$7.95 $3.95

44 total products.
Silver Earrings

3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ154S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ466S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/16 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ467S
Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 by 1/8 inches.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ468S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 inches

$11.95

6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ769S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

$12.95
4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ786S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, Cubic Zirconia studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

Sterling Silver Teardrop Earrings - JCL030

Allergy Free Sterling Silver Teardrop Earrings handcrafted by Christie Leighton Jewelry. Created using a 24mm sterling silver teardrop frame on a French earwire made of high-grade surgical stainless steel. The earwire is made from a base of jewelry grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a high silver luster. The sterling silver frame is the perfect shape and size to complement a wardrobe for a day at work as well as a night out. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of losing them. Like all our styles, they shine up quick with a buff with a cloth, if ever needed. Size: Earrings measure approximately 7/8 inch (24mm) from top of earwire.

Christie takes great pride in bringing to Sensitively Yours the variety of styles that have proven to be successful and highly valued by our customers. Each style is carefully created to reflect a simple beauty of design while avoiding being cumbersome to wear. Some of the styles Christie displays at Sensitively Yours website are from the same highly prized collections she sells in her local shows near Fort Collins, Colorado. Not to be found anywhere else online, the Christie Leighton Jewelry is exclusively offered at our site. She prefers elegant designs that are a league above most of the commonly found earrings, especially in hypoallergenic choices.

$19.95

Silver Star Flower Stud Earrings - JA288-A

Earrings for sensitive ears in Silver Star Flower Studs. Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Simple but beautiful star flower shape made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 13mm wide x 13mm long (1/2 inch wide x 1/2 inch long).

Also available as dangle earrings:

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
Silver Hoop Of Hearts Earrings - JA210-S
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Hoop Of Hearts Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 4mm wide x 12mm long (5/32 inch wide x 15/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Silver Dolphin Earrings - JA237-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dolphin Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver dolphin and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch)

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Dove Earrings - JA254-S
Surgical Steel Silver Dove Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver Dove stud and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 7mm (5/16 inch wide x 9/32 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings - JA169-S
Surgical Steel Silver Ice Cream Cone Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Size: 5mm x 9mm (13/64 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95
Silver Unicorn Earrings - JA214-S

Surgical steel Silver Unicorn Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Size: 9mm x 9mm (23/64 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Thin Baby Hoop Earrings - JA125-B

For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Thin Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 12mm diameter (15/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-S

Surgical Steel Silver Violet Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® violet (purple) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Gold Violet Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173-C

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95
Silver Wide Baby Hoop Earrings - JA192
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Wide Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (13/64 inch x 25/64 inch).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
9.95

Silver Open Baby Hoop Earrings - JA193
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Open Baby Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Safe to wear in the shower or even to bed. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
9.95

Silver Hammered Hoop Earrings - JA253
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Hammered Hoop Earrings: The hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 1mm wide x 10mm hoop diameter (3/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch hoop diameter).
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
9.95
Silver Lined Hoop Earrings - JA246
For Surgical Steel earrings, check out these Silver Lined Hoop Earrings: Lined hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 9mm wide x 14mm diameter (23/64 inch wide x 35/64 inch diameter).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings - JA175-S
Surgical Steel Silver Rose Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® pale rose (pink) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Gold Rose Crystal Heart Earrings – JA175-C

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Silver Scroll J Hoop Earrings - JA250
For surgical steel earrings, check out these Silver Scroll J Hoop Earrings: Silver hoop with delicately textured edges and post made a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 5mm wide x 17mm long (13/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95 $4.50
Large Silver Hoop Earrings - JA222-A

For Surgical Steel earrings, check out these Large Silver Hoop Earrings: Silver hoop and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. These earrings are a classic hoop design, perfect for any outfit. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. Easy to wear and care for, helping you look your best. Size: 6mm x 25mm hoop diameter (15/64 inch x 63/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction. $9.95 $4.95

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post - JA285-A

Surgical Steel Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver star flower dangle and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. Size: 13mm wide x 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on french wire:

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold Ball Post JA285
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A

Available as stud earrings:

Silver Star Flower Stud Earrings JA284-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction. $9.95

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook - JA284-A

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver star flower on French wire made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. Size: 13mm wide by 22mm long (33/64 inch wide x 55/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on ball post:

Gold Star Flower Earrings on Gold French Hook JA284
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A
Available as stud earrings:

**Silver Star Flower Stud-Earrings JA284-A**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**3mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA113-A**

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 3mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

3mm = approx 1/8 inch

This is a medium ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.

Links to other silver ball sizes:
- **5mm Silver Ball Earrings JA115-A**
- **7mm Silver Ball Earrings JA404**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**5mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA115-A**

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 5mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

5mm = approx 13/64 inch

This is a large ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.

Links to other silver ball sizes:
- **3mm Silver Ball Earrings JA113-A**
- **7mm Silver Ball Earrings JA404**

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
$11.95

7mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA404
Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 7mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

7mm = approx 9/32 inch

This is our largest ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, and 5 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.

Links to other silver ball sizes:
3mm Silver Ball Earrings JA113-A
5mm Silver Ball Earrings JA115-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$13.95

Silver Bow Earrings - JA198
Surgical Steel Silver Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver bow and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 7mm (23/64 inch x 9/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Stem Rose Earrings - JA206
Surgical Steel Silver Stem Rose Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver rose on a stem and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm x 12mm (25/64 inch x 15/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
Silver Carousel Horse Earrings - JA207
Surgical Steel Silver Carousel Horse Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Carousel horse and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 9mm x 10mm (23/64 inch x 25/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Butterfly Earrings - JA191
Surgical Steel Silver Butterfly Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver butterfly and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 12mm x 8mm (15/32 inch x 5/16 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Teddy Bear Earrings - JA208
Surgical Steel Silver Teddy Bear Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver teddy bear and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 9mm (5/16 inch x 23/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings - JA196
Surgical Steel Silver Wide Solid Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver Heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 7mm long (25/64 inch x 9/32 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings - JA173-B

Silver Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® aqua (blue) heart crystal on French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Gold Aqua Crystal Heart Earrings – JA173

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings - JA174-B

Surgical Steel Silver Clear Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® clear heart crystal on silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Clear Crystal Heart Earrings – JA174

Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings - JA280-B

Surgical Steel Silver Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® crystal frosted heart on a silver French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 20mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/32 inch long).
Also available in gold:

Frosted Crystal Heart Earrings – JA280-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings - JA156-B

Surgical Steel Crystal Cross Silver French Hook Earrings: Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine Swarovski® clear crystal cross with etched edges on silver french hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 10mm wide by 25mm long (25/64 inch wide x 1 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Crystal Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$10.95

Silver Cross French Hook Earrings - JA156-C

Surgical Steel Silver Cross French Hook Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. The earring is mounted on a French hook earwire. The earwire itself is made from a base of surgical grade stainless steel and polished to a mirror shine. Each pair comes with a set of clear plastic earwire stoppers. The stoppers give you confidence of a secure fit so you can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Plus, like all or styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver cross on a French hook made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on ball post:

Gold Cross French Hook Earrings JA156

Dangling Silver Cross Earrings JA283

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95
Dangling Silver Cross Earrings - JA283

Surgical Steel Dangling Silver Cross Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. These earrings are subtle, cute, and classy, perfect for business attire at the office, just around the house, or a fun night out. Each pair comes with a matching set of earring backs (butterfly type) made with the same durable, hypoallergenic materials. The notched post provides a secure fit so you can wear them comfortably in any circumstance without risk of them falling out and being lost. Plus, like all our styles, they clean up and shine with a rinse and quick buff with a cloth, if that is even necessary at all. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver dangling cross and ball post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

Size: 6mm wide x 18mm long (15/64 inch wide x 45/64 inch long).

Also available in gold, or on french hook:

Gold Cross with Ball Post Earrings JA160

Silver Cross French Hook Earrings JA156-C

The S sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95 $4.95

Silver Buckle Hoop Earrings - JA252

Size: 2mm wide at the hoop, 5mm wide at the buckle and 15mm long (5/64 inch x 13/64 inch x 19/32 inch).

Also available in gold:

Gold Buckle Hoop Earrings JA127

$7.95 $4.95

Silver Shrimp Hoop Earrings - JA247

Size: 10mm wide x 17mm long (25/64 inch wide x 43/64 inch long).

Also available in gold:

Shrimp Hoop with Post Earrings JA132

$7.95 $3.95

Silver Thumbnail Hoop Earrings - JA249

Hoop Size: 7mm x 23mm (9/32 inch x 29/32 inch).

Also available in gold:

Gold Thumbnail Hoop Earrings JA224

$7.95 $4.95
Silver Fan Earrings - JA201
Size: 12mm wide x 8mm long (15/32 inch wide x 5/16 inch long).
$6.95 $3.95

Silver Heart with Bow Earrings - JA199
Surgical Steel Silver Heart with Bow Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver bow, heart, and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 11mm wide x 13mm long (7/16 inch wide x 33/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

Silver Lined Heart Earrings - JA194
Surgical Steel Silver Lined Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver heart and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 10mm wide x 10mm long (25/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

Silver Double Heart Earrings - JA197
Surgical Steel Silver Double Heart Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Two overlapping silver hearts and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 8mm x 5mm (5/16 inch x 13/64 inch).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95
Silver Cross Earrings - JA200

Surgical steel Silver Cross Earrings: Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for children starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities, especially for kids. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Silver cross and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 6mm wide x 10mm long (15/64 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95 $4.50

Silver Hoop Spring Catch 1 Inch Earrings - JA291SC

A high-luster surgical stainless steel hoop with a special spring catch built in. These 1 inch diameter hoops are a silver complement to your look. The spring catch is a favorite for wears who prefer a catch that gives way when it gets caught on long hair or clothing. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings.

$10.95

48 total products.
Stud Earrings

3mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ154G
Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitive Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Pink Gold Earrings - JAZ154GP
Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Pink Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitive Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ769G
Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$13.95

7mm Round Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings - JAZ802G

Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Round Cubic Zirconia Gold Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold at 5-10 mils thick. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$13.95

3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ154S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95
2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ466S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/16 inch diameter in size.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction. 

$10.95

5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ467S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x3mm Emerald-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 by 1/8 inches.

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ468S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5x5mm Heart-Cut Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and are comfortable wearing from morning until night and beyond. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 3/8 inches

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering...
the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ769S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 6x6mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, cubic zirconia studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/4 inch diameter in size.

$12.95

4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings - JAZ786S

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4x4mm Square Cubic Zirconia Silver Earrings: Hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic stainless steel earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, cubic zirconia studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for all day long wearing. The base material is surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and also plated in 24k gold. Well-balanced and full of fire like expensive diamonds at a fraction of the cost.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from high grade 304 grade surgical stainless steel and polished to a mirror finish. These cubic zirconia earrings have a diamond-like quality, and can stand on their own or accompany another pair in a second hole. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.

$11.95

3mm Crystal Stud Earrings - JA119

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Crystal Stud Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings serve as an excellent choice for anyone with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a long time, hypoallergenic gold earrings ideally fill the need. Durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable, crystal studs fit your daily wardrobe perfectly.

A careful manufacturing process makes the genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal set mounted with six prongs. Additionally, the finding and post come from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Another delicate process electroplates them in a thick layer of pure, 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. Customers of all ages favor our 3mm Crystal Stud Earrings. They perform as a great choice for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

Approximately 1/8 inch diameter in size.
The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products originate from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings work as the best solution for metal allergies. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

**Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB008**

Five matching styles of children’s earrings for sensitive ears put together in one collection for your shopping ease. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring styles in gold, assembled for you in one gift box, perfect for every occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular styles of children’s earrings that the kids love to wear.

The parts and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for extra protection. These children's earrings are cute, fun, and full of character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can wear them anywhere without the risk of them falling out.

Like all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops a reaction, we will take the earrings back and refund you your purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$66.75 $45.75

**Gift Box of 5 Children's Gold Earrings - GB007**

Excellent choices! Five matching styles of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one spot for your shopping pleasure. Marked down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are 5 of our most loved children's earring styles in gold, brought together for you in one gift box, ideal for any occasion. Each of the styles were picked from our most popular designs of children's earrings that the kids love to receive for birthdays, celebrations, or just because you love them.

Parents and grandparents alike appreciate the simplicity of the gift box method. It saves time over selecting them individually and automatically gives them a combination of carefully chosen themes. Getting this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of different earrings -- a different one for each day!

The shape and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then given a thick layer of gold plating for full protection. These children's earrings are cute and fun. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe fit so they can wear them anywhere and any place without the risk of them falling out.

Like all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer develops irritation, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$62.75 $47.75

**Gift Box of 5 Children's Silver Earrings - GB006**

Check this out! Five matching designs of childrens earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one gift box, perfect for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our collection of children's earrings that parents and grandparents have purchased the most.

Parents and grandparents alike love the ease of the gift box method. It saves effort over picking them individually and inherently gives them a combination of similar designs. Receiving this assortment is like getting a whole week's worth of earrings -- a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror like shine. These children's earrings are fun and rich in character. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs (clutches) made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these childrens earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It's very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$48.75 $40.75
Gift Box of 5 Children’s Silver Earrings - GB005

Wow! Five matching designs of children’s earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping simplicity. Reduced down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each one on its own. Here are 5 of our most popular children’s earring styles in silver, assembled for you in one gift box, excellent for any occasion. Each of the earrings was chosen from our collection of styles of children’s earrings that the kids love to wear.

Parents and grandparents both love the simplicity of the gift box. It saves time over picking them one-by-one and automatically gives them a combo of similar themes. Getting this box of goodies is like getting a whole week’s worth of earrings — a different one for each day!

The earring body and post are made from high grade surgical stainless steel and then polished to a mirror-like shine. These children’s earring styles are cute and full of character. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs (clutches) made with the identical surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a secure fit so they can be worn anywhere without the risk of them getting lost.

As with all of our earrings, each of these children’s earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time someone who purchased our earrings develops a reaction to them, we will take the earrings back and refund the purchasing cost. It’s very rare that such a sensitivity increase occurs, but if it does, you can rest assured that you can get your money back.

$47.75

Silver Star Flower Stud Earrings - JA288-A

Earrings for sensitive ears in Silver Star Flower Studs. Surgical steel earrings are the best choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. They are very hypoallergenic and have a number of other wonderful qualities. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Simple but beautiful star flower shape made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. Size: 13mm wide x 13mm long (1/2 inch wide x 1/2 inch long).

Also available as dangle earrings:

Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver Ball Post JA285-A
Silver Star Flower Earrings on Silver French Hook JA284-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

Gift Box of 5 Children’s Gold Earrings - GB002

Five coordinated styles of children’s earrings for sensitive ears assembled in one collection for your shopping pleasure. Reduced in price down $1.00 off of each style, saving $5.00 off of the price to buy each separately. Here are five of the most favorite children’s earring styles in gold, all in one gift box, great for any occasion. Each of the styles was chosen from our most popular styles of children’s earrings that the kids love to wear.

The parts and post are made from a base of surgical stainless steel and given a thick layer of gold plating for super protection. These children’s earrings are adorable and full of charm. Every pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material and gold plating. The grooved post provides a safe fit so they can wear them in any circumstance without the risk of losing them.

As with all of our earrings, each of these kids earrings for sensitive ears are backed by our lifetime guarantee against sensitivity. If at any time the wearer gets a reaction, we will take the earrings back and send you your purchasing cost. It’s very rare that such a sensitivity increase happens, but if it does, you can be certain that you can get a refund.

$53.75
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2mm Gold Ball Earrings - JA172

Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Gold Ball Studs. Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished gold sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 2mm Gold Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

2mm = approx 5/64 inch

This is our smallest ball stud earring size. Gold ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, 4 millimeter, 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available gold ball stud sizes.

Links to other gold ball stud sizes:

2mm Gold Ball Earrings JA172
3mm Gold Ball Earrings JA113
4mm Gold Ball Earrings JA114
5mm Gold Ball Earrings JA115
7mm Gold Ball Earrings JA401

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95

3mm Gold Ball Earrings - JA113

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Gold Ball Studs. Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished gold sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 3mm Gold Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

3mm = approx 1/8 inch

This is a medium ball stud earring size. Gold ball stud earrings are also available in 2 millimeter, 4 millimeter, 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available gold ball stud sizes.

Links to other gold ball stud sizes:

2mm Gold Ball Earrings JA172
3mm Gold Ball Earrings JA113
4mm Gold Ball Earrings JA114
5mm Gold Ball Earrings JA115
7mm Gold Ball Earrings JA401

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.
4mm Gold Ball Earrings - JA114

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4mm Gold Ball Studs. Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished gold sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 4mm Gold Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

4mm = approx 5/32 inch

This is a medium ball stud earring size. Gold ball stud earrings are also available in 2 millimeter, 3 millimeter, 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available gold ball stud sizes.

Links to other gold ball stud sizes:
- 2mm Gold Ball Earrings JA172
- 3mm Gold Ball Earrings JA113
- 5mm Gold Ball Earrings JA115
- 7mm Gold Ball Earrings JA401

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

5mm Gold Ball Earrings - JA115

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5mm Gold Ball Studs. Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished gold sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 5mm Gold Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

5mm = approx 13/64 inch

This is a large ball stud earring size. Gold ball stud earrings are also available in 2 millimeter, 3 millimeter, 4 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available gold ball stud sizes.

Links to other gold ball stud sizes:
- 2mm Gold Ball Earrings JA172
- 3mm Gold Ball Earrings JA113
- 4mm Gold Ball Earrings JA114
- 7mm Gold Ball Earrings JA401

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many
testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$12.95

7mm Gold Ball Earrings - JA401

Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Gold Ball Studs. Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished gold sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 7mm Gold Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

7mm = approx 9/32 inch

This is our largest ball stud earring size. Gold ball stud earrings are also available in 2 millimeter, 3 millimeter, 4 millimeter, and 5 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available gold ball stud sizes.

Links to other gold ball stud sizes:

2mm Gold Ball Earrings JA172
3mm Gold Ball Earrings JA113
4mm Gold Ball Earrings JA114
5mm Gold Ball Earrings JA115

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$14.95

3mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA113-A

Earrings for sensitive ears in 3mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 3mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

3mm = approx 1/8 inch

This is a medium ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.

Links to other silver ball sizes:

5mm Silver Ball Earrings JA115-A
7mm Silver Ball Earrings JA404

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
5mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA115-A

Earrings for sensitive ears in 5mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 5mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

5mm = approx 13/64 inch

This is a large ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.

Links to other silver ball sizes:

3mm Silver Ball Earrings JA113-A

7mm Silver Ball Earrings JA404

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$11.95

7mm Silver Ball Earrings - JA404

Earrings for sensitive ears in 7mm Silver Ball Studs. Surgical Steel earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, surgical steel earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Polished silver sphere and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 7mm Silver Ball Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

7mm = approx 9/32 inch

This is our largest ball stud earring size. Silver ball stud earrings are also available in 3 millimeter, and 5 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available silver ball stud sizes.

Links to other silver ball sizes:

3mm Silver Ball Earrings JA113-A

5mm Silver Ball Earrings JA115-A

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$13.95
2mm Crystal Stud Earrings - JA118-A

Earrings for sensitive ears in 2mm Crystal Stud Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Genuine faceted Swarovski® crystal mounted with six prongs, finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 2mm Crystal Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

2mm = approx 5/64 inch

This is our smallest crystal stud earring size. Gold crystal stud earrings are also available in 4 millimeter, 5 millimeter, and 7 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available crystal stud sizes.

Links to other crystal stud sizes:

4mm Crystal Stud Earrings JA120
5mm Crystal Stud Earrings JA121
7mm Crystal Stud Earrings JA402

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95

4mm Pearl Stud Earrings - JA137

Earrings for sensitive ears in 4mm Pearl Stud Earrings: Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You’ll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Simulated 4mm pearl on a finding and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The 4mm Pearl Stud Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

4mm = approx 5/32 inch

This is a small pearl stud earring size. Pearl stud earrings are also available in 5 millimeter.

Please click on image to view a comparison of available pearl stud sizes.

Links to other pearl stud sizes:

5mm Pearl Stud Earrings JA138

The Sensitively Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$9.95
Claddagh Earrings - JA179

Earrings for sensitive ears in Claddagh Earrings. Hypoallergenic gold earrings are an excellent choice for anyone starting out with pierced ears. Whether they have been recently pierced or have been wearing pierced earrings for a while now, hypoallergenic gold earrings are ideal. You'll find that they are durable, lightweight, easy to care for, and affordable.

Gold Claddagh, finding and post made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and then electroplated in a thick layer of pure 24K gold. This combination of materials and construction produces a high degree of safety in our hypoallergenic earrings. The Claddagh Earrings are a favorite for people at all stages - great for newly pierced ears or to keep the piercings healthy and open.

This traditional Irish design consists of two clasped hands holding a crowned heart, and symbolizes love, friendship and loyalty. The hands represent friendship, the heart represents love, and the crown represents loyalty.

Size: 11mm wide x 10mm long (7/16 inch wide x 25/64 inch long).

The Sensitivity Yours allergy free line of products is made from materials with a great history of success in preventing any allergic reaction to earrings. The surgical steel earrings have been the best solution for metal allergy. Sensitive ears have also been protected through the use of surgical steel, to block the reaction caused by nickel allergy. Focused on creating and offering the best in earrings for sensitive ears, we test and select the styles that are both very attractive and optimally safe. Many testimonials over the years are from customers who were allergic to earrings, but now found an answer that truly works. As evidence of our commitment, we offer the Lifetime Guarantee Against Reaction.

$8.95
Studex Hypoallergenic Earrings

Stainless Steel Daisy AB Crystal March Aquamarine Earrings - S6153WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling in the light, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy AB Crystal March Aquamarine Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy styles are a big hit with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. The Aurora borealis crystals sparkle with a iridescent multi-color effect named for the northern lights, and the aquamarine blue center perfectly complements the look. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them without losing them. Beautiful and tough, they are also fine to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction.

$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated 3MM Simulated White Pearl Earrings - S673STX

Earrings for sensitive ears in simulated white pearls. Look elegant and stylish wearing these Studex Gold Plated 3MM Simulated White Pearl Earrings (Sensitive). This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately 1/8 inch in diameter.

These simulated white pearls are ideal in shape and color, the perfect jewelry whether for the job out for a big event. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them all the time without the risk of them falling out. Extremely durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$43.00 $39.95

Gold Plated 5MM Simulated White Pearl Earring - S675STX

Earrings for sensitive ears in simulated white pearls. Look glamorous with both class and style wearing these Studex Gold Plated 5MM Simulated White Pearl Earrings (Sensitive). This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These simulated white pearls are excellent in shape and color, your best selection regardless of the event. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a safe and snug fit so you can wear them in any situation without the fear of losing them. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$43.00 $39.95
Gold Plated 6MM Simulated White Pearl Earring - S676STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in simulated white pearls. Look adorable with class and style donning these Studex Gold Plated 6MM Simulated White Pearl Earrings (Sensitive). This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold for extra assurance. Their size is approximately 15/64 inch in diameter.

These simulated white pearls are ideal in shape and color, a great choice whether for work, casual times, or out for dinner. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any venue without the risk of them getting lost. Extremely durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$12.00 $9.95

---

Gold Plated 7MM Simulated White Pearl Earring - S677STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in simulated white pearls. Look gorgeous with class and style in these Studex Gold Plated 7MM Simulated White Pearl Earrings (Sensitive). This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for all day long comfort. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately 9/32 inch in diameter.

These simulated white pearls are ideal in shape and color, a perfect choice whether for work or out for an event. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of losing them. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$12.00 $10.95

---

Gold Plated 8MM Simulated White Pearl Earring - S678STX
Earrings for sensitive ears in simulated white pearls. Perfectly compliment your wardrobe wearing these Studex Gold Plated 8MM Simulated White Pearl Earrings (Sensitive). This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical steel for your hypoallergenic protection against reaction and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately 5/16 inch in diameter.

These simulated white pearls are perfect in shape and color, an excellent choice whether for work or out for dinner and fun. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Extremely durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$12.00 $10.95
Gold Plated 5MM February Amethyst 4-Prong Stud Earrings - S782STX
For earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones, check out these Studex Gold Plated 5MM February Amethyst Earrings (Sensitive). This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a round, notched post for comfortable wearing all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal prongs and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in 24k gold. These birthstone earrings are colorful and bright, perfect for children of any age. Every set comes with a pair of earing backs made with the same stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a snap-on fit so you can wear them anywhere any time without the risk of them getting lost. Extremely durable and fine to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $11.95

Gold Plated 5MM July Ruby 4-Prong Stud Earrings - S787STX
Searching for earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones? Take a look at these Studex Gold Plated Prong setting with 5MM July Ruby Earring (Sensitive). This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal base and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earing backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $11.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald Earrings - S2005STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Emerald Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95
Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam Earrings - S2007STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Light Siam Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Light Siam is similar to Ruby in color but a shade lighter.

$45.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz Earrings - S2011STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Topaz Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$45.00 $12.95

Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon Earrings - S2012STX
Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Butterfly Blue Zircon Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It’s like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.
In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

**Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald Earrings - S2005WSTX**

Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Emerald Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

**Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam - S2007WSTX**

Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Light Siam Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

Light Siam is similar to Ruby in color but a shade lighter.

**Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz Earrings - S2011WSTX**

Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel butterflies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Butterfly Topaz Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch wide.

These crystals in the butterfly pattern are quite striking. It's like wearing a sparkling, colorful crystal butterfly in each ear! Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising
Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings. In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

**Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings - S6004STX**

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dainty, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings are fabulous for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It's like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

£15.00 $12.95

**Stainless Steel Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings - S6725WSTX**

Earrings for sensitive ears in Stainless Steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It's like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

£15.00 $12.95

**Gold Plated Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings - S6725STX**

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy July Ruby Jet Earrings are wonderful for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It's like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them falling out. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

£15.00 $12.95

**Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings - S6004STX**

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dainty, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Crystal Earrings are fabulous for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

These crystals in the daisy pattern are really fun. It's like capturing a sunny, colorful day in each one. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

£15.00 $12.95
Gold Plated Daisy with Light Rose and Fuchsia Earrings - S6023STX

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and dazzling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy Light Rose and Fuchsia Earrings are a favorite among kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, grooved post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against irritation and then plated in 24k gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are very popular with children. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. Each pair also comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post gives the wearer a secure fit so they can be worn without getting lost. Attractive, yet tough, they are also fine to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal September Sapphire Earrings - S6049WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling in the light, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal September Sapphire Earrings are ideal for all kids. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of surgical stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy styles are a big hit with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. The April crystals shine like tiny diamonds, and the sapphire blue center perfectly compliments the look. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so they can wear them without losing them. Beautiful and tough, they are also fine to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95

Stainless Steel Daisy August Peridot May Emerald Earrings - S6085WSTX

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy August Peridot May Emerald Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With six crystals in each setting, this design captures the light at every angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95
Stainless Steel Daisy Light Sapphire September Sapphire - S6399WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Dazzling and cute, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy Light Sapphire September Sapphire Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each earring has a rounded, grooved post for secure, comfortable wear. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against irritation and polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy style earrings are a big hit with children. With six crystals in each earring, the style captures the light at every angle. Each set comes with a pair of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a safe fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Attractive, yet durable, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95

Gold Plated 3MM July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings - S407STX
Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 3mm July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $10.95

Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal Earrings - S6004WSTX
Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Stainless Steel Daisy April Crystal Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then polished to a mirror finish. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With 6 crystals in each earring, this style captures the light at every angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The notched post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $12.95
Gold Plated 2MM July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings - S507STX

Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 2mm July Ruby Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the “Fashion” style and is not “for piercing”. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $9.95

Gold Plated 2MM September Sapphire Bezel Stud Earrings - S509STX

Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones: Studex Gold Plated 2mm September Sapphire Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the “Fashion” style and is not “for piercing”. These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $9.95

Gold Plated Daisy with April Crystal and October Rose - S6410STX

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated crystal daisies. Sparkling and darling, these Studex Gold Plated Daisy April Crystal Earrings are perfect for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Their size is approximately ¼ inch in diameter.

The daisy pattern earrings are a huge favorite with kids. With 6 crystals in each earring, this style captures the light at every angle. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The notched post provides a safe and secure fit so they can wear them without getting lost. Beautiful, yet tough, they are also safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$16.00 $12.95
Gold Plated 2MM October Rose Bezel Stud Earrings - S510STX

Hypoallergenic earrings for sensitive ears in birthstones. Studex Gold Plated 2mm October Rose Bezel Stud Earrings. This is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". These earrings have a blunt, notched post for comfortable wear all day long. The base metal is stainless steel for your hypoallergenic protection against irritation.

The hypoallergenic metal finding and post are made from a base of high grade surgical stainless steel and plated in pure gold. These birthstone earrings are bursting with color, perfect for children of any age. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so you can wear them in any situation without the risk of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$14.00 $9.95

Gold Plated Cross with April Crystal Earrings - S3604STX

Studex Gold Plated Cross with April Crystal Earrings (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in gold plated cross with April crystals. Sparkling and dainty, these Studex Gold Plated Cross with April Crystal Earrings are fabulous for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions and then plated in pure gold. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material plated in 24k gold. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them getting lost. Very durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $13.95

Stainless Steel Cross with April Crystal Earrings - S3604WSTX

Studex Stainless Steel Cross with April Crystal Earrings (Sensitive)

Earrings for sensitive ears in stainless steel cross with April crystals. Sparkling and dainty, these Studex Surgical Steel Cross with April Crystal Earrings are fabulous for kids of all ages. This type is the "Fashion" style and is not "for piercing". Each of the earrings have a rounded, notched post for safe and secure wear all day long. The base metal is constructed of stainless steel for hypoallergenic protection against reactions. Each pair comes with a set of earring backs made with the same surgical stainless steel material. The grooved post provides a secure fit so anyone can wear them without the fear of them getting lost. Highly durable and safe to wear in the shower, bath, or to bed.

Since 1976, Studex has been an industry leader in manufacturing fashion earrings for sensitive ears. They have uncompromising commitment to quality. They exceed US FDA regulations and EC standards. They strive to provide customers with the highest quality products, and they are now at your fingertips with Sensitively Yours.

In addition to their commitment to quality, they are also entirely made in the USA. They manufacture all their products and components in their own American-based facilities. Close attention is given to quality control and a superb finished product. Backed by a lifetime guarantee against reaction, Sensitively Yours is pleased and proud to carry their line of Sensitive Earrings.

$15.00 $13.95
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